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PROGRESS REPORT

(for the Period April 1, 1984-March 31, 1985)

A. Propagation of Intense Charged Particle Beams into Vacuum

1. Experimental Studies

a) Improvements to the Experimental Facilities. During the past

year the experimental facilities have been augmented by the construction

r of a large diameter (60 cm) vacuum chamber with an array of radial

* - current collectors to support detailed studies of beam propagation

characteristics, and a new pulsed magnetic field coil (surplus) from the

Autoresonant Accelerator project. This new coil provides much more

uniform fields over a longer axial length than did our previous coils.

- -In addition, a Department of Defense University Instrumentation

*award is currently being used to construct a completely digital fast

data acquisition system. This system, currently under installation in a

" .special shielded room in our laboratory, will allow much greater

flexibility in the manner in which we acquire and process data and

hopefully will eventually reduce our staggering yearly expenditures for

Polaroid oscilloscope camera film.

b) Studies of Intense Beam Propagation in Vacuum after Passing

Through a Localized Plasma. These studies, detailed in two papers

( enclosed in the Appendix ("Electron Beam Propagation Through a Localized

" --k
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*Plasma into Vacuum," published in Physical Review Letters, and

"Experimental Study of Electron Beam Propagation Through a Localized

Plasma into Vacuum," published in Physics of Fluids), represent the

first detailed look at an experiment in which co-moving electrons and

ions are joined in a manner that results in effective propagation of

4 beam energy. In the experiments, an electron beam current in excess of

* 20 kA was observed to propagate to a current collector 55 cm downstream

of the injection point after passing through a localized plasma. Beam

* . damage patterns at the collection site indicated that the majority of

the propagated beam current was confined to a radius of less than 2 cm

even though no confining magnetic field was applied.

Additional results obtained since these results were published

included studies of the propagated beam energy vs. net beam current

shown in Figs. I and 2. To understand the significance of these

results, it is helpful to review the proposed mechanism by which beam

propagation occurs. It is thought that beam propagation results from a

IL moving "virtual cathode" (formed by the injected electron beam) that

* draws ions downstream, thereby forming a moving channel of ionization

* through which the electron beam can propagate. As the formation of this

ionization channel to a given axial position can take a substantial

fraction of the duration of the injected electron beam pulse, one would

expect that if the propagated beam energy were primarily electron beam

61: energy, the observed beam energy in joules for a given net current would

decline as the collector is moved farther downstream. The fact that the

data for all axial positions falls roughly on the same line is an

4.. .* . --.- . o-,- *-~*-* * * * . -.--. *- ---- -. A--a- * 12** ..-
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indication that the energy lost in the time taken to establish the

ionization channel is at least partically converted to ion energy.

Preliminary results from the large diameter (60 cm) vacuum chamber

studies are shown in Fig. 3. Once again, an intense relativistic

electron beam (I MeV, 22 kA, 30 ns) was injected through a localized gas

cloud confined to within 3 cm of the anode plane at the time of electron

beam injection. A 6.5 cm diameter Faraday cup/calorimeter was located

40 cm downstream of the injection point. As can be seen, if the peak

pressure of the gas cloud is adjusted to an optimum value, almost the

entire injected beam current can be propagated to this position in the

Cabsence of any confining magnetic field. The large vacuum vessel

,* ensures that wall currents play no significant role in the radial

focusing of the beam, and witness plate measurements show that the

* radial extent of the majority of the beam electrons is no more than

I cm. More than any other results to date, these studies show

dramatically the quality of the radial force balance that can be

.* achieved under the right experimental conditions.

c) Intense Beam Propagation with Applied Magnetic Field. These

_- studies, detailed in a paper enclosed in the Appendix ("Intense

Relativistic Electron Beam Propagation in Evacuated Drift Tubes,"

. published in the Journal of Applied Physics) represent the first

detailed experimental study of the maximum beam currents that can be

propagated in vacuum in the presence of an applied magnetic field. Good

overall agreement with theoretical expectations was achieved in these

L %%
j.
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studies, and the results should prove valuable to both beam propagation

3 Istudies and to high power rf source design studies as well.

2. Theoretical Research

- During the past year, we pursued theoretical studies in three

, .areas: [a) steady-state equilibria and limiting currents of a

magnetically focused electron beam in a vacuum drift tube, [b] numerical

simulation of a magnetically focused electron beam propagating through a

localized gas cloud in a vacuum drift tube, and [c] analytical model of

r" electron-ion beam propagation through plasma into vacuum. Each of these

* . projects is summarized below.

h a) Steady-State Analysis of a Magnetically Confined Electron

Beam. The results of this study are published in J. Appl. Phys. 55,

3934 (1984) [enclosed in the Appendix] and are presented in detail in

the M.S. Thesis of Daniel Welsh, May 1984. The purpose of the

theoretical study is to examine the solutions of an analytical steady-

- state model of a solid laminar electron beam propagating inside an

evacuated drift tube which is immersed in an axially applied magnetic

* -field. A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 4. The self-fields

.. generated by the electron beam as well as the diode properties of the

beam are included in the model. These properties of the electron beam

are related via conservation of particle energy and canonical angular

momentum, radial force balance of the beam, and continuity of current.

r! A typical set of results obtained from such a model is displayed in

l. . . *...; -
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-J Fig. 5. We have plotted the peak beam current that can propagate versus

the applied magnetic field for two different anode hole radii. The

other parameters of the beam system are given in the figure caption and

are those of the experimental system. These analytic results agree with

the experimental results as to: Ipeak versus BAZ profile, quantitative

. values of the maximum Ipeak , the value of Ipeak in the large BAZ regime,

. and the variation of these results with wall radii Rw and anode hole

radii Rae They do not agree with the value of BAz where the maximum

Ipeak occurs; the theoretical value being a factor of two less. The

analytical model does agree with large numerical simulation results and

other analytic theories. Such effects as nonlaminar flow, virtual

*cathode formation, etc. are not included in the model, but the overall

agreement of the results with our experimental results leads us to

believe that the basic phenomena responsible for limiting currents is

included in the model.

Ib) Numerical Simulation of Intense Electron Beams. The particle

simulations performed in our theoretical group have modelled two

* r •systems, (i) The "Experimental" Cylindrical System, and (ii) The "Free-

Space" Planar System.

* . :(i) The Experimental Cylindrical System. The cylindrical

-e system is shown in Fig. 6, where a magnetically confined solid

* electron beam is injected into an evacuated drift tube. Without

the presence of a source of ions near the entrance end of the

electron beam, a deep potential well of depth about equal to the

S*- po o . .,•- ° . . * • o * o . . -. . . -... . • ..° . - .. * . -. *°.-. °. .. .
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* accelerating voltage V. forms about 1-3 mm downstream of the

entrance end (z - 0, anode). The transmitted current past this

* deep potential region (virtual cathode) is equal to the limiting

.* current discussed in Section (a). This numerical model is the

result of John Grossmann's Ph.D. Thesis, 1982. Since that time, we

-. have modelled the ionization process of a localized gas cloud in

the region near the anode. This cloud serves as the source of ions

that should enable more electron current to propagate downstream as

* the ions provide neutralization. The system parameters examined

this past year are very close to those of the experimental

K' configuration. The results of this simulation in terms of ion

- phase-space are shown in Fig. 7. The ion phase-space is shown at

1.05 and 1.95 ns after beam injection. As seen in the plots, a

* charge neutral plasma (only ions are shown) is injected, to

simulate ionization, at a constant rate in the region of maximum

* electron beam density. Two results are immediately observed from

these results: (1) The virtual cathode moves downstream as charge

* neutralization occurs and (2) peak ion energies have a velocity

about twice as fast as the virtual cathode motion. These results

are in good qualitative agreement with the experiment al

observations and have led us to quantify the ionization process

* more accurately (see Proposed Research).

- -(ii) The Free-Space Planar System. This past year we have

studied via numerical particle simulation the behavior of the

IJ . motion of an electron beam between two grounded planar surfaces.
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The results of this work are in the M.A. Thesis of Helen Dantsker,

May 1984. As in the cylindrical system, virtual cathodes form when

the injected current is above the one-dimensional space charge

limiting current. The purpose of this model is to study electron

beam injection into free space, i.e. no conducting walls beyond the

diode region. This will be discussed further in the Proposed

*i Research Section.

c) Momentum-Balance ("Piston-Plasmoid') Model of Electron Beam

Propagation through Plasma into Vacuum. Our recent experiments of

relectron beam propagation through plasma into vacuum triggered new
interest in the development of a theoretical model to explain the

observed phenomena. During the summer of 1984, efforts in this

direction were successful, and we were able to develop a relatively

simple momentum-balance model that links electron beam propagation with

-. collective ion acceleration from the plasma. The new theory represents

*a major modification of the socalled "piston" model that we published

several years ago [J. Appl. Phys. 50, 3015 (1979)]. This earlier model

*predicted that a small group of ions could be accelerated to the same

velocity as the electrons. However, we have since recognized that this

*is only possible if electron propagation is controlled and facilitated

by external means, as in the beam front accelerator. Without such

external guidance, electron beam propagation above the space-charge

limit in a vacuum drift tube, or in free space, is possible only if

partial, or full, charge and current neutralization is provided by co-

1. moving positive ions. In free space, without conducting boundaries

.o
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surrounding the beam, full charge and current neutraliztion is required,

i.e. the beam propagates only if a "plasmoid" is formed. Our new theory

incorporates this feature, hence the name "piston-plasmoid" model. The

key feature of this model is based on momentum-balance considerations.

As the electron beam is injected into vacuum, a virtual cathode forms

• -" and the beam momentarily stops propagating. Electron reflection from

this virtual cathode at the beam front transfers momentum to the

positive ions from the plasma. The ions are accelerated and a moving

ion channel is formed allowing the electron beam to propagate further.

This process continues as long as the additional number of ions required

E to form the channel can be extracted from the plasma at the plane of

injection.

In free space, all electrons are reflected back towards the plasma

surface, and the average ion density ni in the channel required for

propagation is ni = 2ne/Z, where ne is the density of the injected

* .4 electron beam and Z the charge of the ions. In a drift tube, a fraction

16 of the electron beam corresponding to the limiting current and with

density nL can propagate; the remainder of the beam is deflected

sideways to the wall (see Fig. 8). The ion density required for partial

neutraliztion such that all injected electrons are able to propagate is

ni  ne/Z. Suppose that the ion channel has a length L(t) and an

average velocity vi - dL/dt at some given time. From momentum balance

c onsiderations and using the above neutralization conditions, one can

derive the following differential equation

dvi 2 2
SL- + v i (ve - vi) , ()

C. '
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ELECTRON/ION BEAM PROPAGATION
FROM PLASMA INTO VACUUM

PLASMA
a) ELECTRON BEAM INJECTION THROUGH

PLASMA INTO DRIFT TUBE (t=O)

PLASMA

-b) ELECTRON BEAM PROPAGATION THROUGH
*ION CHANNEL AT LATER TIME

[ 'FIG. 8. Electron/ion beam propagation from plasma into vacuum.
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. where y e m, ve and H, vi are the rest mass and velocity of

electrons and ions, respectively, and ye =( - v2/c2 )- 1/ 2

e e

r, From the above equation of motion one finds that the ions are

on. accelerated to an average velocity which reaches a constant upper limit

(dvi/dt 0 0) given by

* vi,max = ve. (2)

Numerical integration of Eq. (1) yields vi as a function of time for

several values of ye as shown in Fig. 9. A good approximation for vi(t)

is given by the formula

v I vi1,max ( 3

*with B -2 x 10-10s- and time t in seconds. From Eq. (3) one can

define the characteristic time constant for the initial acceleration

T (4)

Integration of Eq. (3) with L Lo at t 0 yields

L - L 0 v i,max[t - Ti - e-t/T)] (5)

for the increase of the ion channel length L - Lo versus time. As an

example, one gets for electrons with kinetic energy of 1.5

4 -.
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MeV (i.e. Ye - 4) and protons with charge Z i and mass M = 1836 m, the

following results: - 4/1836, iima V ,max/C - 0.043, and T

1.07 x 10 9 s. The corresponding average kinetic energy of the ions in

the channel after the initial acceleration is Kimax = 0.874 MeV.

One should point out that this model describes the average behavior

* .. of the particles. Therefore, it does not account for dynamical

*. processes that lead to an ion distribution with a small high energy tail

where the ion energy can be several times larger than the electron

* . energy, as observed in experiemnts. However, the predicted average ion

energy appears to be reasonable when compared with experimental

results. Also in good agreement with experiments is the scaling with

"-. Z/M, i.e. the average ion energy depends only on the ratio of charge to

mass of the ions.

*B. Compact Pulsed Accelerator Research

", The major efforts related to the compact pulsed accelerator are

described in three categories. These are the development of

diagnostics, ion beam studies, and electron beam studies.

I. Development of Diagnostics

a) Thomson Spectrometer. We have been extensively using Thomson

spectrometers for ion beam measurements. Thus, it was of interest to

make a systematic study of the spectometer system. In this study, we

[ concluded that our unique pinhole arrangement and micro-sized parabola

...............................................
_i b'. ~ - - **-.** . . . . .A
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* spectrogram has significant advantages for most applications. This

3study was publishe d in a paper entitled, "Compact Thomson Spectrometer,"
[Rev. Sci. Instrum. 55, 1229 (1984)], enclosed in the Appendix. A

careful resolution analysis of the Thomson spectrometer was also

conducted. Charge, mass, energy, and momentum resolution have been

* found as functions of collimation parameters and field strengths. The

* results are generally applicable to all Thomson spectrometer systems.

The resulting simple analytical formulas are not only important in

analyzing experimental data, but also in designing spectrometers of

* desired resolution for any particular experiment. This study is

* detailed in a paper, "Resolution Analysis of the Thomson Spectrometer,"

* - [to appear in J. Appl. Phys. 56, (Dec. 1984)) enclosed in the Appendix.

b b) Compact Magnetic Electron Analyzer. This simple magnetic

spectrometer utilizes a permanent magnet and is capable of measuring

electrons of energies 10 key to 1.5 MeV. The collimated electrons are

5.. deflected 1800 by the uniform magnetic field and strike a phosphor

detector. The light emitted by the phosphor is recorded by an open

* - shutter camera placed outside of the vacuum system. This feature allows

us to take many spectra without disturbing the experimental condition.

* * A paper detailing this work is currently under preparation.

-2. Ion and Neutral Beam Studies

a) Constant Peak Energy per Charge of tons. Ions produced in

L plasma focus and collective ion acceleration experiments hiave been

'S%
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analyzed using Thomson spectrometers and have been characteristically

found to be the same energy as those produced in an ion diode. This

feature is clearly displayed by the constant electric deflection of peak

energy ions of various charge to mass ratio parabolas. This

experimental fact strongly suggests a stationary electric field model or

equivalent for the ion acceleration mechanism in both experiments. This

is in contrast to other collective ion acceleration models in which a

moving field is incorporated.

b) Observation of Energetic Neutrals. Thomson spectrograms almost

-U always display a spot at the origin which corresponds to neutral

. particles. We have also observed copious neutrals streaming with the

electron beam in the opposite direction as the ion beam. A magnetic

deflection experiment using a CR-39 detector has revealed that the

particles are charge neutral Argon atoms (the fill gas). The total flux

- .of particles has been measured to be 107_I08 particles per shot.

I,

3. Electron Beam Studies

We have invented a new electrode geometry, "Inverted Mather Type

*• Plasma Gun." This electrode system has been used to produce an electron

beam which can be easily extracted. The resulting electron beam has

attractive characteristics. The energy spectra have been obtained by

using the electron spectrometer described earlier. The typical spectrum

shows that peak energy exceeds 300 keV and intensity peaks at 100 KeV.

The current measured by either a Rogowski coil or a Faraday cup is as
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high as 10 kA. The major results of this study are detailed in a paper

entitled, "Operation of a Plasma Focus device as a Compact Electron

Accelerator," (to be submitted to Phys. Fluids for publication) enclosed

in the Appendix.
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Propagation in Vacuum of an Intense Electron Beam Injected
Through a Localized Plasma

W. W. Destler, P. G. O'Shea, and M. Reiser
Laboratory for Plasma and Fusion Energy Studies. University of Maryland. College Park, Maryland 20742

.- (Received 12 October 1983)

*" Propagation of an intense relativistic electron beam (1 MeV, 27 kA, 30 ns) in vacuum
after passage through a localized hydrogen plasma of - 2-cm width has been observed. A
large fraction of the injected current was found to propagate in a vacuum drift tube to a dis-
tance in excess of 50 cm downstream of the plasma. A description of the process is proposed
which links the electron beam propagation with collective ion acceleration and which relates
to cosmic-ray acceleration and laser experiments.

* - PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj. 52.60.+h

The generation and propagation of intense rela- with vacuum drift tubes, as well as in related work
* tivistic electron beams (IREB) have been the sub- by other groups,9 "11 was on detection and measure-

ject of many theoretical and experimental studies, ment of the collective acceleration of ions to high
and the work prior to 1982 is reviewed in the book energies. Gilad and Zinamon,' 0 for example, ac-

r by Miller.' With respect to beam propagation, one celerated ions from an anode foil with an IREB and
distinguishes between propagation in (a) vacuum, observed beam propagation with a B loop. A new
(b) plasma, and (c) neutral gas, and the beam feature in our experiments is that the source of ions
current I is generally related to the space- is a well-localized gas cloud at the anode and that

" charge-limiting current IL in (a), and the Alfv~n- the pressure in the cloud can be controlled external-
-" Lawson current"3 1A in (b) and (c). Thus, in a ly. The observations that the electron beam prop-
i vacuum drift tube and in the absence of charge- agation distance depends critically on the gas densi-

neutralizing ions, IREB propagation is possible only ty and that the pulse width (rather than peak elec-
if I < IL and if a focusing magnetic field B is tron current) decreases with distance are new
present. The space-charge-limiting current then results of our recent studies which are reported
depends on whether both the cathode and the drift below.
tube or only the drift tube are immersed in the The experimental configuration used for the

L magnetic field.' In the first case, the assumption studies is shown in Fig. 1. An IREB [1 MeV, 27
that B - o yields the formula for IL by Bogdanke- kA, 30 ns full width at half maximum (FWHM)
vich and Rukhadze.S from a 3-mm-diam tungsten cathode was injected

For a beam in vacuum with accelerated ions, as in through a 26-mm hole in the stainless-steel anode
our experiments, neither IL nor /A can be applied, plate (located 6.3 mm from the cathode) into the

- In this general case, the propagation is limited by drift tube region. The drift tube diameter was 15
the amount of the fractional charge and current cm, and the vacuum pressure was in the range

- neutralization, f, and f., respectively, and by 10--10 - 4 Torr. No focusing magnetic field was
- power-balance considerations, i.e., by the fact that used. A well-localized hydrogen gas cloud was pro-

kinetic energy is spent to build up electromagnetic
field energy along the path of propagation.6 The

- beam particle current can substantially exceed both CURRNT COLLECTOR/ CALORINITER

1A and IL as f,-= I and f,- 1. and propagation ANODE
- into free-space vacuum is possible if comoving par- ANOOE-. U

ticles of opposite charge are present to assure both -

-. "-charge and current neutralization (f, - I, f, - i). CATHODE
In our present paper, we describe experiments in

S .which IREB propagation in a vacuum drift tube is
V. L. achieved with currents I >> IL when a source of VACUUM CHAMBER

positive ions is provided at the drift tube entrance. PUFF VALVE

, These studies were motivated by observations in FIG. I. Experimental configuration for the beam
collective ion acceleration experiments at our propagation studies with the puff-valve ion source at the
laboratory.' The emphasis in our previous studies anode.
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beam could be varied up to a peak pressure of about
ZA 1\F (o 100 mTorr. Ionization of the gas results from

electron-impact and ion-avalanche processes.
IkAl (b) The current reaching a given position in the drift

• k ( tube was measured with a low-impedance (14 mil)
0Z~kA1  : ....... ( current collector with a carbon beam stop 7.4 cm in

-50 s diameter. Figure 2 shows typical wave forms from

FIG. 2. Current-collector wave forms for (a) injected the current collector for (a) the injected current at
current, (b) current at z -38 cm with no gas injected, the anode, (b) the current at z - 38 cm from the
and (c) current at z -38 cm with optimized gas-cloud anode with no gas cloud present, and (c) at z- 38

" pressure at injection. cm with a gas cloud at optimum pressure present at
the anode.

duced on the downstream side of the anode by fir- A thermistor embedded in the carbon beam stop

ing a fast gas puff valve 540 j s before electron was used to measure the temperature rise of the

beam injection. Measurements using a fast ioniza- beam stop which yields an estimate of the total
tion gauge showed that the effective axial extent of beam energy (electrons and ions) propagated to a

the cloud is less than 2 cm (FWHM) at the time of given axial position in the drift tube. The injected

S . beam injection, independent of the peak pressure of electron beam energy was approximately I kJ.

i the gas cloud. By varying the charging voltage of As an additional diagnostic, a silver-activation

the capacitor bank that powers the puff valve, the neutron detector was placed exterior to the drift

• effective pressure in the cloud seen by the electron tube and used to detect neutrons produced by ac-
celerated protons striking the stainless-steel drift
tube wall. Proton energies in excess of 5 MeV were

(a) routinely observed using foil activation diagnostics.7

2 a 0 . Figure 3 shows the results obtained from all three

20 0 0 Pe *zz -3 8c -m diagnostics for beams injected through the localized
0 0 10• Z = 54.6cmJ gas cloud into evacuated drift tubes of axial lengths

0 38 and 55 em.
""0 0-0 Figure 4 is a photograph of a 20-mil-thick copper

"- 10-0 0 •witness plate placed 70 cm downstream of the
0 0 anode and exposed to the beam under conditions

L 0000 0 0 where effective beam propagation is observed. The
0: 1o damage pattern results from thermal effects associ-

S50 100 ated with beam energy deposition. The small size
0.50 -()(comparable to that of the anode aperture) and cir-

._ cular symmetry of the witness-plate damage pattern

S0.25 0 0 0
.': a: - o o o°  0 0o

W0"" I 1 0

W50 100
(n 3500 (c)

~3000 0
? 1500o- 0

Z I 0 0

.,Z •ME 0

50 100

PMX(mTorr)

FIG. 3. Results of (a) current collector, (b) calorime-
ter, and (c) neutron detector measuremenis at -38 cm
and - 54.6 cm as a function of gas-cloud peak pressure FIG. 4. Photograph of copper witness plate at - 70
(p,..,) at time of beam injection. cm with optimized gas-cloud pressure at injection.
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are a clear confirmation of the effective beam stream, this time increases until it becomes equal to
propagation due to the gas cloud at the anode. the injected current pulse duration. At this point,

The results of our experiments may be summa- the current observed at the collector falls to zero.
rized as follows: The dependence of the propagation on the gas

(1) Electron beam current in excess of the pressure can be explained as follows. At low pres-
space-charge-limiting value IL (here about 8 kA) sures, ions are not available in sufficient number to
can propagate into a vacuum drift tube if a localized achieve the partial neutralization required for effi-
source of ions is provided at the injection point. cient propagation. Thus, the beam spreads radially

(2) The propagation of electron beam current to a as it propagates, resulting in more current collected
given axial position is critically dependent upon the at z - 38 cm than at 55 cm, etc. As the injected gas
peak pressure of the gas cloud; this implies that the pressure is increased, an optimum value is reached
propagation results from charge neutralization pro- at which just the right amount of ions is available
vided by the localized source, rather than from ions for adequate partial neutralization and effective
drawn off the drift tube walls or from the back- propagation of the electron beam. Beyond this op-
ground vacuum. timum value, a larger number of ions is available

(3) The time delay between the arrival of the and may be accelerated at the expense of a lower
electron pulse at the collector and the injected peak and/or average ion velocity. Thus, given the
current pulse increases with distance while the finite pulse length of the beam ( 30 ns), effective
width of the collector pulse decreases, indicating propagation cannot be achieved as far down the

r that the electrons arriving at the collector come drift tube as under optimum conditions. This con-
from the late part of the injected beam pulse. clusion is supported by the drop in neutron produc-

(4) The total energy deposited in the downstream tion at high gas-puff pressures.
collector at 38 cm is about 50% of the injected beam This process is somewhat similar to that discussed
energy and decreases as the axial position of the by Ryutov and Stupakov t" in reports of experiments
collector is increased, even when the peak electron in which an intense electron beam is injected

i current collected remains about the same. through an anode foil into vacuum in the presence
(5) Neutron production by accelerated protons of a strong axial magnetic field. In our experi-

seems to correlate reasonably well with effective ments, however, the absence of the confining mag-
propagation of the beam current. The propagation netic field render Ryutov's one-dimensional model
velocity of the front of the beam is comparable to (with reflecting electrons) inapplicable. Because of
that of the fast protons observed (v 0.1c). the difficulty in treating analytically the three-

These conclusions support a description of the dimensional (3D) beam front and transverse
propagation process which we present here as a electron-ion dynamics, the propagation process may
plausible explanation of the observed phenomena. be best studied by use of 2D or 3D particle-in-cell
In this concept, the electron beam enters the drift simulation codes.
tube at a current I > 1L. Collisional ionization of The propagation of charged particles in vacuum is
the gas provides positive ions for charge neutraliza- of fundamc.ital interest in many areas such as astro-
tion and permits the beam to propagate to the edge physics, laser fusion, ion propulsion, etc. In the ab-
of the cloud. As the beam enters the vacuum re- sence of a charge-neutralizing plasma, it is clear
gion downstream from the cloud, the space charge from our results and the preceding discussion that
forms a "virtual cathode" from which the electrons free-space propagation requires comoving positive
are reflected back.6. 8 The high electric fields of the ions to assure charge and current neutrality. Thus,
virtual cathode draw ions from the cloud until the if an intense flux of relativistic electrons is ejected
electron beam can propagate further into the vacu- from an object (e.g., star, laser pellet) into free-
um drift region. This process may repeat itself until space vacuum, the negative space charge foms a
a channel of ionization has been produced stretch- "mirror" reflecting the electrons back towards the
ing from the anode to the collector, at which time irface. If a plasma is present, collective accelera-
the remaining beam electron current at the back tion of positive ions facilitates propagation away
end of the pulse may flow through the channel at from the surface. This proce. 3 is different from
nearly the speed of light and be collected. Thus. ambipolar diffusion in that the relativistic electrons
the fraction of the injected current pulse arriving at provide the energy source for propagation into vac-
the collector depends upon the time necessary to uum. A large number of reflecting electrons ac-
establish the channel of ionization. As the axial po- celerates a smaller number of ions until the electron
sition of the collector is moved further down- pulse terminates (as in our experiments), the sup-
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Propagation of an intense relativistic electron beam through a plasma
region into vacuum
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IAn intense relativistic electron beam (IREB) is injected through a narrow plasma region into a
* vacuum drift tube at current levels far above the space-charge limit of the drift tube. Experiments

show that accelerated co-moving positive ions from the plasma enable the beam to propagate to a
collector at the end of the 15 cm diameter drift tube. In one set ofexperiments, the IREB (I MeV,
27 kA, 30 nsec) passes through a hydrogen gas cloud with an effective width of approximately 2
cm. The net current measured by a 7 cm diameter collector at the end of a 55 cm long drift tube is

w70% of the peak injected electron current. In another configuration, the IREB is injected through
a laser-produced carbon plasma. A model is proposed linking electron beam propagation with
collective ion acceleration which results in the generation of charge- and current-neutral
plasmoids capable of free space propagation. Possible implications of this work to astrophysical
processes (cosmic ray acceleration) and laser fusion (observation of high-energy positive ions
escaping from target plasma) are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL I [ 2 l -)32 ,(

CONSIDERATIONS [1 + 2 ln(b/a)](1 -f,)

In recent years, many theoretical and experimental where 1, = 41recmc 3/ez 1.7 X lif A for electrons,
studies concerning the generation and propagation of in- a = beam radius, b = radius of the drift tube (cylindrical
tense relativistic electron beams (IREB) have been pub- conducting wall surrounding the beam), (y - I)moc2 = eV
lished. A review of the field and a summary of the work prior = kinetic energy of the electrons at the plane of injection
to 1982 is presented in the book by Miller.' into the drift tube. Another useful relation, which is given

Beam propagation experiments usually involve elec- here for reference in subsequent discussions, is the force on
tron beam injection from a diode (with or without a foil at the an electron at radius r in the beam because of the electric and
anode) into a drift tube. Depending on whether the drift tube magnetic self fields4 :
is evacuated or filled with a charge-neutralizing medium,

" one distinguishes between (a) propagation in vacuum, (b) F, = (q~r/214oa2fc)(I -f, - 6i, (2)

propagation in a plasma, and (c) propagation in a neutral gas. with/Jc = mean axial velocity. From Eq. (2J it follows that
Since in (c) the beam forms a plasma channel by collisional the beam is self-focused when partial charge neutralization is
ionization effects, there is no fundamental difference present, such thatf,> 1- .
between 1b) and 1c). In all three cases, the propagation de- From Eq. (1), one would conclude that ', - (i.e., no
pends on the injected beam current and propagation is usual- upper limit for the beam current exists) whenf, --- 1. How-
ly described in terms of the space-charge limiting current L ever, in this formula the self-field energy has been neglected,
in (a), the Alfvin-Lawson current in (b) and (c), or other and as the beam becomes fully charge neutralized, the ener-
limiting effects like instabilities (e.g., hose, sausage, and two- gy stored in the magnetic field of the beam must be taken into
stream instability) in (b) and (c). Thus in a vacuum drift tube account. One can derive a more general upper limit for the
and in the absence of charge-neutralizing positive ions, an beam current from consideration of energy conservation or
IREB can propagate only if the beam current I is less than 1L power balance.' In the propagation down a drift tube, kinetic
and if a focusing magnetic field is present. Usually a uniform energy of the beam is spent to build up field energy. The
solenoidal magnetic field is employed to confine the flow,

:-" "" The space-charge limiting current then depends on whether electron beam of length L is given by

both the beam-generating diode and the vacuum drift tube,

oronly the drift tube, are immersed in the magnetic field.2 In W=I" IL n b )((1f 2 + (3)
the first case, the assumption that a very high magnetic field 2 + ( -A),

(B- cc) forces the electrons to move along field lines on
straight paths yields the well-known formula for IL by Bog- where both charge and current neutralization are included
dankevirh and Rukhadze. - This formula is also widely used and represented by the factors f, and f, This field energy
when no external B field is present and the focusing is accom- results in a difference between the kinetic energy
plished by charge-neutralizing positive ions within the elec- (y/ - I)(mc'/e) at the beam front and that at injection,
tron beam. iff, denotes the fractional charge neutralization, (Y, - I )(m,,c2/e). One can present this energy conservation
then one writes the space-charge current limit in the form law in the form of a power balance equation:
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I (r - IXmoc 2 /e)= I(r, - I)mc 2 e) - (W/L c6c, CL.WNT COLLECTOR/ CAARnI E

(4) ANOODE J

where a, c is the beam front velocity and loss or reflection of _F -

electrons at the beam front has been neglected. By substitut- CATHOE
," ing 13) into (4), one obtains the following relation for the

beam current: 1UtAJM OC4AMER

I= 1 vy - y,)(f -PUFF \04WE

,. I o 10.25 + ln(bla)) [i(I f,) 2
T + (I -f,,X-r( -f )1

(5) FIG. I. Experimental configuration used for the puff valve ion source prop-

The limiting current caused by power balance, I = 1p, can be g

found from the maximum of the curve I vs yf, i.e., from the
condition dI/o d, =0 . We note that by setting tube.' We found that the presence of such an "ion source"

r= f, =-,f, =0, one obtains a space-charge current limit that at the drift tube entrance not only produced high-energy
is greater than 1L in (1). Likewise, for the casef, = l,', = 0, positive ions by collective acceleration effects, but also facili-
one obtains a magnetic limit that is greater than the Alfven- tated the propagation of a large fraction of the electron beam
Lawson current4"6 

'A = Jo A, y,. This is because of the fact current down the drift tube. 0 Similar effects were also ob-

that particle dynamics effects may inhibit the current flow served in collective acceleration experiments at other labora-
before the fundamental power balance limit is reached. We tories. " In order to 6btain a better understanding of the con-
should point out that the above theoretical picture does not ditions that lead to beam propagation and of the correlation

* describe how charge- and current-neutralizing ions are sup- between propagation and collective ion acceleration, we in)-
S " plied to the beam. Such ions could be injected from an exter- tiated a systematic experimental investigation, the first re-
' nal source or, as in our experiment discussed below, they suits of which are reported in the following section.

could be drawn from a localized plasma at the injection point
by the electric space-charge field associated with the electron II. EXPERIMENTS
beam (via virtual cathode formation). The configurations used for the studies of electron

" From the above review of current-limiting phenomena, beam propagation in vacuum are shown schematically in""" it is clear that propagation in a vacuum drift tube is not bempoatinnvcumreswnch aialyn
." it iFig. 1. An intense relativistic electron beam (1 MeV, 27 kA.

possible for beam currents exceeding the space-charge limit 30 nsec FWHM) is produced by field emission from a 3 mm
" IL. In fact, in the absence of a confining magnetic field or diameter tungsten cathode located 6.3 mm upstream of a

fractional neutralization, even this current cannot propagate
* since radial force balance cannot be achieved. To obtain ef- stais selod lat a 26 mm hlein te ao pate*" fective propagation at any meaningful current level, chag on axis allowed almost all of the electron beam to pass

feciveproagaionat ny eanngfl crret lvel carge through the anode plane into the downstream drift region.
" - neutralization by positive ions must be provided to satisfy

-. .. the force-balance condition f. > 1 - #f; at the same time,
the current cannot exceed the power-balance limit, i.e.,
I < 1,. Both current limits, IL and 4,, depend on the ratio of
drift tube radius to beam radius b/a and decrease as b/a H2 Pressure vs. Axial Position
increases. Specifically, when no conducting wall is present at time of Electron Beam

- (b -- co), they go to zero (IL --+ 0, p -* 0). This implies that Injection
charged particle beams cannot propagate into free space
vacuum unless co-moving particles of opposite charge are
present in sufficient numbers to assure both charge and cur-

.- rent neutralization (f, =f. = 1). In ion propulsion, for in- •
-. .: stance, this condition is met by simultaneous ejection of elec- \

trons with the ions. On the other hand, in laboratory *

- propagation studies with conducting drift tubes, a plasma or .\

" . neutral gas background is usually provided to achieve
,-' charge neutralization when the beam current exceeds the

space-charge limit.7

In our present paper we describe experiments in which
IREB propagation in a vacuum drift tube is achieved with
currents far above the space-charge limit when a source of

" positive ions (gas cloud or plasma) is provided at the drift 2 x1Otorr
' tube entrance. These studies were motivated by observations -

in connection with collective ion acceleration experiments at 2 3 4
our laboratory where an IREB pulse (typically I MeV, 27 Distance from Anode (cm)

kA. 30 nsec) is injected through a localized gas cloud (from a
puff valve) or a laser-produced plasma into a vacuum drift FIG. 2. Injected gas presure profile at time of electron beam injection.
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7kAl Nu FIG. 3. Current colector waveforms for

t (b (a)injectedcurrn, (b)curremntz= 38- cam with no ps injected. and (c) curet 0 0

%. 20kA 1I t at z -38 cmwithoptimized scloud

to-I pressure at injection. DO 0

Drift tubes of different length were used, with a diameter of 0 0

15 cm in all cases. The vacuum maintained both upstream 0 0.50

, and downstream of the anode plane was in the range 10- W 0

10' Torr, and no applied magnetic field was used in these ' '_J

experiments. 0.250.

~. A. Puff valve Ion soure studies 000 0
Z 0 o

In these studies, a well localized hydrogen gas cloud 450 oo
was produced on the downstream side of the anode by firing
a fast gas puff valve a short time before electron beam injec-
tion. Fast ionization gauge measurements of the pressure 0

* profile downstream of the anode at the time of electron beam ;X 1 - 0 0

injection are shown in Fig. 2 and indicate that the gas was t3 0 oo
* confined to a region within 3 cm of the anode. The peak 0 nn 1 01

pressure in the cloud at the time of electron beam injection 50 100

" can be varied over the range 0-100 mTorr. Under no circum- PX (mTorr)

-! stances was any significant gas pressure measured more than
4 cm from the anode plane. Typically, the delay between the FIG. S. As in Fig. 4. but z 48.3 cm.

discharging of the capacitor bank that fired the puff valve
and the electron beam injection was 540 psec. Ionization of

0 Z- 38cm
20 00 Z - 544 cm

0 O 20
.0

0

:i 000 0

* -- O 0 0

0
Z .' 50 100 00000 0

L).. 0 00 50

) 8 0 U.1 U
, 0.- 0 °)at O0 0 . 0 O

,5 00 50 00 0I 0 0

3500-3500

O 0 0 0 350 0 O 0 0
.%. 30O0

1- ,0 0 0 0000

15W 0 0

PMAX (mTorr) 50 to

.- FIG. 4. Rcsults ofral current collector. (bl calonmeter, and Icl neutron de- PMA 5  mTorn

tector measurements at z = 38 cm as a function of injcted pas cloud peak
S pressure. FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4. but: - 54.6 cm.
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the gas results from electron impact ionization and. subse- * . ' " .
quently, from ion-ion avalanche ionization processes.

The current reaching a given position in the down-
stream drift tube was measured using a specially designed
low-impedance current collector with a carbon beam stop
7.4 cm in diameter. The effective impedance of the current "
collector) 14 mohms) is that of a thin stainless steel foil shunt T
through which the collected beam current passes to ground. t
Figure 3 shows typical current waveforms from the current 2 ?cm
collector for (a) the case where the collector was placed im- -f "
mediately downstream of the anode and, therefore, mea- .

dt.sures the injected current, (b) the case where the collector - Iwas placed at z = 38 cm downstream of the anode with no "': ' .: . . ." :

localized gas cloud present, and (c) the same conditions but a * - *'.[

localized gas cloud with peak pressure of about 50 mTorr ., .
".'.. was present on the downstream side of the anode. These " ""it.',* ',

results will be discussed in detail in Sec. III. "

A thermistor embedded in the carbon beam stop was
used to measure the temperature rise of the beam stop and, FIG. 8. Photograph of copper witness plate at z - 70cm with optimized gas- cloud pressure at injection.
therefore, obtain an estimate of the total beam energy (elec-
trons and ions) propagating to a given axial position in the

"- drift tube. This calorimeter was calibrated by moving the
current collector/calorimeter to a position immediately As an additional diagnostic, a silver activation neutron
downstream of the anode hole and measuring simultaneous- detector was placed exterior to the drift tube. This detector
ly the injcted beam current and voltage waveforms and the was used to detect neutrons produced by accelerated protons

" temperature rise of the carbon beam stop. With a total de- striking the stainless steel drift tube wall. Since the many
posited beam energy of approximately I kJ, the carbon beam possible neutron producing reactions from the various con-
stop temperature was increased by 12 °C, implying an effec- stituents of stainless steel typically have threshold energies
tive beam stop mass of 117 g, compared with its actual mass of several MeV, the production of significant neutron fluxes

• *., - of 191 g. Thus, each degree of temperature rise recorded may can be used as an indication that protons have been acceler-
be assumed to result from about 80 J ofbeam energy deposi- ated to energies in this range.
tion. Figures 4-7 show the results obtained from all three

diagnostics for beams injected through the localized gas
cloud into evacuated drift tubes of axial lengths 38, 48, 55,Z*Ocand 67 cm, respectively. Several important features are read-

20
ily apparent from these measurements:

(1) Without the localized gas cloud only about I kA or
Z less of peak beam current is observed to propagate down-
astream.

.- 0(2) As the amount of gas injected to form the localized

0 gas cloud is increased, the propagated beam current and to-
000 oo tal beam energy both rise to a maximum, then fall off as the.... o o0 pressure is further increased.

"lox" 0.50- 500(3) The range of pressures at which the beam current
. U -can effectively propagate to a given axial position becomes-. ! " .ZI  )he eat pak sacren ofel5cmtdonstreaofns m anoedy

" more narrow as the axial position is increased.

0 2- (4) The net peak current (electrons + ions) measured byW - the collector at a distance of 55 cm downstream of the anode
P 00 0o represents approximately 70% of the value of injected peak

" oelectron current: at 69 cm, the net current drops to about•50 10
3500- 30% of injected current.

(5) The arrival time of the peak electron current at the
300 - 0current collector at axial positions of 38 cm and greater is

delayed, and the pulse width is narrowed with respect to the
00r  injected current waveform: this delay and the observed

"beam front erosion" indicates, we believe, that electrons

50 100 arriving at the collector originate from the rear part of the
Pa,(mTorr) injected current pulse.

(6) Neutron production seems to correlate reasonably
FIG 7. As in Fig. 4. but z = 68 6 cm. well with effective propagation of the electron beam.
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Figure 8 is a photograph of a 20 mil thick copper wit- lON TIME OF FLIGHT SmGLS

ness plate placed 70 cm downstream of the anode and ex-
~~~propagation isobserved, h damagepatrreutfrm in nl nm nt.g EI'0.

posed to the beam under conditions where effective beam

thermal effects associated with beam energy deposition. The
small size and circular symmetry of the witness plate dam- n Mmnm
age pattern are a clear confirmation of the effective beam E npl !m.miw..A -
propagation that results from the localized gas cloud at the ftO 9m - 3oA/div

anode plane.

B. Laser plasma Ion source jna pe - - ,,,a

Some additional information on the propagation of on On i
beam energy under conditions where the beam is injected

-, through a very dense ion source Ito be compared with that
obtained when the gas puff pressure was very high and little
net current was measured at the collector) has been obtained
using the configuration shown in Fig. 9. A Q-switched ruby
laser (0.1 - 15 J, 15 nsec) is fired at a target immediately nnn LASER D S Jmm
downstream of the anode about 1 psec before the electron

beam is injected. In this manner. a very dense plasma is pro- MMO

duced and confined within 2 cm of the anode plane at the
time of electron injection. At high laser energy (5 J1 the parti- hlB roe-3in W W
cle densities available for ionization can be as high as 10Ih- *mI aM Mm Nra tren i -30A/d

10"i cm - ' from such a source, much higher than the 10' 4-  Mu nnMEMr 1016cm -' densities available from the puff valve ion source. = m wvwawqm---m
Since high densities are produced over the entire oper- mo *ju**Ajm

ating range of the laser, the net collector currents measured
at a given distance are very low when the 1 MeV, 27 kA, 30
nsec electron beam pulse is fired through the localized plas- FIG. 10. Typical time of flight waveforms for laser energies of 0.3 J and 5 J,respectively Icarbon target).

ma created by the laser. This is consistent with the resultsS obtained with the puff valve at high pressures. The accelera-tion of ions from the plasma by the injected electron beam energies: 0.3 J and S J, respectively. The 0.3 J data show ion
nhas been cheked independently by measuring the ion time current signals which are much greater than any observedhas eencheced ndeendetlyby masuingthe on ime when the laser energy was 5 J, and which have a time of flight

of flight between two charge collection probes located 40 cm corresponding to peak ion energies of at least 10 MeV/amu.
*and 70 cm downstream of the anode plane, as shown in Fig. Previous results' reported by our group have indicated max-

9. A 1.5 kG deflecting magnet is used to sweep away accom-
panying electrons. Typical time of flight current waveforms imum ion energies in the range 2-5 MeV/amu. The higher

are displayed in Fig. 10 for discharges in which the electron
beam was fired through a localized plasma produced by fir-
ing the laser at a carbon target immediately prior to electron
beam injection. The two cases displayed are for two laser

- TARGET COLLIMATING PINHOLES

LENS

-R 3
:T:: GTETRRCC

PSTAGGERED EATE
"AHO" ALUMINVM

*FOILS

FOL M AGNOIET OR

PROBES

FIG. 9 Expenmental configuration used for the laser ion source propaga. FIG. II. Typical Thomson parabolas for C '.C C. and C ' when
tion %tudis. lasr is fired at a carhon target. Laser energy was 5 (isee Ref. 9).
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ion energies observed in these experiments are attributed there until ionization processes produce the approximately
rtentatively to the lower laser energy used in these experi- 50% neutralization necessary for propagation. When this is

ments (0.3 J compared to4-10OJ for the previous studies) and achieved, the electron beam propagates to the edge of the ion
a somewhat different target geometry that allows for a cloud, forming the virtual cathode there. The electric fields

*smaller effective ion source size at the time of electron beam associated with the virtual cathode draw ions downstream
*. injection. The data at 5 J laser energy are typical, exhibiting until the electron beam can propagate further into the vacu-

almost no net ion current at either probe. urn drift region. This process may repeat itself until a chan-
Information from two other ion diagnostics, also shown nel of ions has been produced stretching from the anode to

in Fig. 9, contradict the obvious conclusion that few, if any, the downstream collector, at which time the remaining beam
ions are accelerated in the case where the laser energy is 5 J. electron current at the back end of the pub. may flow
In fact, interestingly, Thomson Spectrometer data and range through the channel at nearly the speed of light and be
energy measurements both indicate that the peak ion current collected. Thus, the fraction of the injected current pulse
is substantially higher when the laser energy is 5 J than when that can propagate to the collector depends upon the time
it is 0.3 J. (A typical Thomson parabola obtained for the 5 J necessary to establish the ion channel. As the axial position
case is shown in Fig. 11.) A possible explanation of this phen- of the collector is moved further downstream, the time need-
omenon is that when the laser energy is high, the electron ed to establish the ion channel increases until it becomes
beam transfers energy to the laser plasma in a manner that equal to the injected current pulse duration. At this point,

- - results in a dense, charge-neutral, current-neutral flowing the current observed at the collector falls to zero.
*plasma (a "plasmoid") with sufficient density that the sweep- The dependence of the propagation on the injected gas

ing magnet can no longer separate the electrons from the pressure can be explained in a straightforward manner as-
ions. This possibility will be discussed in more detail in the suming that the above description of the propagation process
next section. is correct. At injected pressures too low for the most effective

Ill.SUMMRY O RESLTSpropagation, ions are not available in sufficient number to

I Th. SUMMARY of RheSULermtsdecidintepvou achieve radial force balance. Thus the beam spreads radially

. . he esuts f te epermens dscrbedin he revous as it propagates, resulting in more current collected at z =38rsection may be summarized as follows: cm than at 58 cm, etc. As the injected gas pressure is in-
(1) Electron beam current in excess of the space-charge creased, an optimum value is reached. Beyond this value,

- limiting value 1, (here 1, < 8 kA assuming that the radius of more ions than are required to produce the necessary partial
the beam is less than, or at best equal to, the current collector charge neutralization are available, and the inertia of the
radius) may be propagated down an evacuated drift tube by excess ions slows the propagation velocity of the ionization

* - providing a localized source of ions at the injection point, channel. As a result, at higher pressures efflective electron
(2) The propagation of electron beam current to a given beam propagation cannot be achieved as far down the driftpaxial position is critically dependent upon the peak pressure tube as is observed under optimum conditions.

(and, therefore, the density of ions -'tentially available for This model of the propagation process can be checked
neutralization) of the localized gas cloud used as the ion in a straightforward manner by repeating the experiments
source. Thus it is clear that the propagation results from using an electron beam generator with a longer pulse dura-
neutralization provided by the localized source, rather than tion. Such experiments are planned for the near future.
from ions drawn off the walls of the drift tube or from the The laser ion experiments are of interest because they

S background vacuum. represent the very high-pressure (or ion density) regime. In
* .(3) The observed propagated electron current wave- this case, it would be expected that a higher fraction of the

*forms arrive at the collector at a time late in the injected electron beam energy would be converted to ion energy, that
* current pulse. the electron beam would not propagate very far down the

(4) The total energy deposited in the downstream collec- drift tube, and that a very dense moving plasma channel
tor is never more than 50% of the injected beam energy (at 38 would result. In the experiments reported, there is indirect

- cm) and decreases as the axial position of the collector is evidence of such a dense, charge-neutral, current-neutral
increased, even when the peak electron current collected re- plasmoid. When high laser energy is used, and, therefore, a
mains about the same. very high number of ions are available for neutralization, we

(5) Although effective electron beam propagation is not measure very little ion current on our time of flight current
observed without ion acceleration, effective ion acceleration collectors even though two independent ion detection sys-
does not imply effective beam propagation in every case. tems indicate that ions are present in quantity. To explain

IV. ISCUSIONthis phenomenon, we must examine under what conditions
IV. ISCUSIONour deflecting magnet can sweep away the electrons in a

The conclusions above support a description of the flowing plasma, such that ion current could be measured
- propagation process which we present here not as fact but with our time of flight current collectors.

rather as a plausible explanation of the observed phenom- Obviously, the Lorentz force F, = evB on an electron
ena. In this concept, the electron beam enters the drift tube at because of the external magnetic field must be greater than
a currcnt level several times the space-charge limiting value, the focusing force F, because of the self fields. We can obtain
Unable to propagate, the beam forms a virtual cathode im- a rough estimate by using Eq. (2) for F, setting r =a. The
mediately downstream of the anode plane, which remains ratio of the two forces is then given by
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F, I.I 1 -,6j 2) - 1 f reflections occur at the front of the stream, and electrons And

FL 21ref 2 c2B 21r a/ 2B (6) co-moving ions form a charge- and current-neutralized plas-
moid. Thus, collective ion acceleration associated with the

As an example, for a fully charge-neutralized beam propagation of intense electron streams into free-space vacu-
1) with I = 2.5 X 04 A, a = I X 10-' m, j6, = 0.89, umcould play a rolein the generation of high-energy cosmic

* . and B =0. 15 T: IF,/IF, I =3. i.e., the self force at the edge of urcolpayaoeintegeainofhh-egyosc::i :: ndB=0.5T: F,/~l=, ie., he elffore attheedg of rays, whose origin is still an open question," and in other

• the beam exceeds the force caused by the sweeping magnet r ys h os e sstin
by a factor of three. Only for partial neutralization factorsf The energetic positive ions observed in laser-produced
<0.5 does the external force exceed the force that keeps the plasmas and laser-target interaction experiments'' are
beam together. probably also produced by this mechanism. It is known that

Thus, at high ion density, whenf >0.5, the deflecting in laser-target interactions, a significant fraction of the ab-
magnet can no longer effectively sweep away the electrons, sorbed laser energy is coupled into fast electrons with ener-
and little net current would be observed on our collectors.The fraction of injected beam energy that can be convened gies considerably higher than the mean energy of the thermal

distribution. As these fast electrons escape from the surface,
to a flowing plasma in this manner is not clear at this time, they charge up the target (if it is electrically insulated) or
although calorimetry measurements indicate that it is less leave behind a positive image charge. In either case, after a
than 10% in these experiments. Experiments with larger di- sufficient number of fast electrons have escaped, a space-
ameter drift tubes, where the required fractional neutraliza- charge mirror forms, reflecting the electrons arriving later.
tion would be higher, may result in higher conversion effi- The electric field associated with the mirror then extracts
ciencies. Such experiments are also in the planning stages. and accelerates positive ions from the surface plasma as de-

It is interesting to note that the results reported here are scribed above. We hope that future results of our investiga-
in apparent conflict with a number of numerical simulations tions will provide further understanding of the correlation
of such systems.' 2 In these numerical studies, an electron between collective ion acceleration and beam propagation in
beam injected through a localized plasma does form a virtual b ec ondp
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Intense relativistic electron beam propagation in evacuated drift tubes
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U The propagation of a magnetically confined intense relativistic electron beam (IREB) (1 MeV, 27
kA, 20 ns FWHM) in vacuum drift tubes has been studied experimentally and theoretically.
Experimental results for current propagation as a function of uniform applied magnetic field (0-
1.2 T) are presented for various drift tube diameters, cathode geometries, and anode aperture

*-.,. sizes. An analytic model of laminar beam flow is presented which predicts the space-charge-
limited current of a solid IREB propagating in a grounded drift tube. A steady-state equilibrium is
examined and is compared with the experimental results.

* .- PACS numbers: 41.80.Dd, 52.40.Mj, 52.60. + h, 41.70. + t

- I. INTRODUCTION Both analytical theories and numerical simulations of

In recent years, the generation and propagation of in- such systems have been reported,' 2-'7 but to date a systema-
tense relativistic electron beams (IREB) have been the sub- tic experimental study of these phenomena has not been
jects of many theoretical and experimental studies, in part available for comparison with theory and simulation. In this
due to the various applications of such beams in such diverse paper, we describe the results of an experimental study of

S fields as high power coherent radiation source develop- intense electron beam propagation in evacuated drift tubes
r ment,'- collective ion acceleration,' 7 and plasma heating of various diameters in the presence of a nearly uniform ap-

and confinement.'" A summary of the field prior to 1982 is plied magnetic field. These results, presented in Sec. II, are
. presented in the book by R. B. Miller.'" then compared to results expected from an analytical model
- With respect to beam propagation, one distinguishes presented in Sec. III. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

between (a) propagation in vacuum, (b) propagation in a plas-
ma, and (c) propagation in a neutral gas. Each of these areas H. EXPERIMENTS

can be divided into operating regimes which depend on the The general experimental configuration is shown in
• focusing field in (a), on plasma density and temperature in Fig. 1. An intense relativistic electron beam (1 MeV, 27 kA,

(b), and on the gas pressure in (c). Furthermore, beam propa- 30 ns FWHM) was field emitted from a l-cm-diam stainless
S- gation can be described in terms of fundamental limits such steel cathode situated 1.2 cm upstream of a stainless steel

as the space-charge-limiting current 1, in (a), the Alfvin- anode plate. Two different cathode geometries were used as
Lawson current 1, in (b) and (c), or other limiting effects shown in Fig. 2, and will be referred to as "solid" and "hol-
such as instabilities. Thus, in a vacuum drift tube and in the low" cathodes, respectively. Anode apertures of 1.2 and 2.6
absence of charge neutralizing positive ions, an IREB with a cm were used in combination with stainless steel drift tubes
current l<1L can propagate and then over significant dis-

- tances only if a focusing magnetic field is present. A distinc-
- tion is made between systems in which the cathode is either VOLTA PROBE

immersed or not immersed in the confining magnetic field." RETURN CURRENT

- In the former case, one finds that in the regime of high mag- SH.PULSED IELO CO,.

netic field (B--.oo) the electrons are forced to move along _ ...______.._____._______-________________
field lines. The space-charge-limiting current in this extreme VAC"
is the well-known formula for IL by Bogdankevich and Ruk- II MeER

hadze,

R-' (I
I +21n R AOD-

Rb COLLECTOR___________

where 1o = 41remc lq = 1.7X 10" A for electrons,

Rb = beam radius, R,, = radius of the drift tube, and
" (yo - !)mc2 = e V = kinetic energy of the electron at the

plane of injection into the drift tube. In actual laboratory
experiments where the magnetic field is typically con- 30 70

• . strained to values in the range 0-2 T, this result must be z(cm)
modified to include internal electron beam dynamics in such FIG. I. Experimental configuration and applied axial magnetic field pro-
951systems. file.
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SOLID CATHODE 25-

1 fn20- X

XI
115 - x-c"I9.8cm DIAMETER TUBE

HOLLOW CATHODE I0 X X
5r-x X X K x

FIG. 2. "Solid" and "hollow" cathode geometries. 0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 '.0I
of 3.8, 9.8, and 14.8 cm i.d. An axial magnetic guide field in 25

the range 0-1.2 T constrained the radial motion of the beam ; 20.- .X X .
electrons over the entire experimental length from cathode 15-

* to current collector. The beam current propagating to the to- X 3.8cm DIAMETER TUBE

end of the drift tube was measured using a low impedance K

current collector. In the collector, electron current was ab- 0 0. 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
sorbed in a graphite beamstop and flowed to ground through 8 (TELSA)
a 14-m.? stainless steel foil shunt. The injected beam current FIG. 4. Peak propagating current measured at current collector for 9.8- and

- . was measured by placing the collector 2 cm downstream of 3.8-cm-diam drift tubes with 2.6-cm-diam anode aperture and hollow cath-

* the anode plane and was found to be consistently 27 ± I kA ode.

with no appreciable variation with applied magnetic field.
The vacuum maintained both upstream and downstream of (1) Without applied magnetic field, less than 0.5 kA of

-*-i the anode was in the range 10---10-" Torr. beam current was observed to propagate to the end of any of
The peak electron beam current I measured at the the drift tubes.

downstream end of the 70-cm-long drift tube as a function of (2) In all tubes there appear to be three distinct regimes
applied magnetic field B is shown in Figs: 3 and 4 for the of beam propagation. However, these distinctions are more

- various geometries considered. Characteristic oscilloscope obvious in the 14.8- and 9.8-cm-diam tube results.
traces, giving beam current as a function of time, are shown (a) Low magnetic field. Propagating current initially
in Fig. 5. rises as B is increased from zero. Here we have a poorly

The following important features are apparent from our confined beam, a significant fraction of which may hit the
measurements. tube wall and be lost. As B increases, the beam confinement

improves and more current propagates.

x 26cm I (b) Intermediate magneticfield. Beam current decreases

25 L 1.2cm N PR rapidly with increasing B, and space-charge effects due to

20 ro the relationship between beam and tube radius are playing
0' "514.8cm DIAMETER TUBE an increasingly significant role in this region.

to-0 , * (c) High magnetic field. A plateau region where the5-" IF 6 65 6, 6 65 6 change in propagating current is small as B increases.

X 1 I (3) As tube diameter decreases, the region of maximum
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 current propagation shifts to higher magnetic fields and also

the propagating current in the high field plateau region in-
creases.

' 2(4) For the 14.8- and 9.8-cm-diam tubes, changing the
-20- 0ex.%° anode aperture size from 1.2 to 2.6 cm diam did not greatly

: o - 9.8cm DIAMETER TUBE

K- 0 0 INJECTED CURRENT
5-- 0 2 0K.4 0B6'0.3t T

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 O 1.2 20 kA

2 5 2 X X 8 =0 .3 T 
K

0 K

15. 0 0 B-0.8 T

., 3.8cm DIAMETER TUBE
,5 TUBE 14.8 em 9.6 cm 3.8 cm

L" . I I - DIAMETER0 , 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

STE SLA) FIG. 5. Oscilloscope tracings of typical current collector pulse shapes., di-
FIG. 3. Peak propagating current measured at current collector for 14.8-., cating injected current waveform and downstream current wavcform, for

9.8-. 3.8-em-diam drift tubes, and 2.6- and 1.2-cm-diam anode apertures applied magnetic fields of O.3 and 0.8 T in 14.8-. 9.8- and 3.8-cm-dram dnft
using solid cathode. tubes using 2.6-cm-dam aperture and solid cathode.
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taining force balance on each element of the beam. The pa-
I cm rameters we consider are shown in Fig. 7, and they represent

"1cmthe experimental system discussed in Sec. II. Specifically, we
assume that a solid, uniform density electron beam of radius
R. is injected into a long grounded cylindrical drift tube of
radius R.. The injected beam is irrotational and monoener-
getic with energy mc2(yo - 1) = eV o. After the beam passes

-=0~.3 T B=0.8T through the anode end of the drift tube, we assume it ex-pands adiabatically to a radius Rb where a laminar flow
FIG. 6. Tracings of witness plate damage patterns for applied magnetic equilibrium is set up far from the end walls. The entire sys-
fields of 0.3 and 0.8 T in 3.8-cm-diam tube using 2.6-cm-diam anode aper- tern is immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field B4 z. The
ture and solid cathode. Shaded areas indicate region of most intense dam-
age. Outer boundary indicates extent of observable damage. downstream beam properties are the charge densityp(r), and

the azimuthal and axial velocities, V,, (r) and V, (r). We as-
sume the fields generated by the beam are confined inside the

alter the propagating current except in the high field plateau drift tube. These self-fields, which are shown in Fig. 7, in-
region. However, we note significant difference in the cur- elude the radial electric field E,,(r) as well as the azimuthal
rent characteristics for the high field region between the 1.2- and axial magnetic fields, B,6 and Bs.
and 2.6-cm anode hole cases for the 3.8-cm tube. This is due To further simplify the analysis, we assume the equilib-
to the fact that the anode diameter is a significant fraction of rium beam density is constant across the beam cross section,
the tube diameter. The smaller anode hole case appears to p(r) = Pb. Because of this assumption, the electric potential

* exhibit similar features in the region 0.8 B < 1.1 T as the (r) and the electric field E,,(r) = -Jo (r)/4rare easily calcu-
large tubes do in the range 0.3 < B5 <0.5 T. We have evidence lated. Now by conserving single particle energy, we can
that the current propagating in this tube for the 2.6 anode write the kinetic energy of the beam, KE = mc2[11r) - 1] in

' begins to decrease at B = 1.2 T and above, but limitations on terms of the electric potential,
our pulsed magnetic field coils prevent us from operating 1 + (2)
reproducibly in this region. r r ) -o + (r) (IC 2 1 , . , (r)

(5) The hollow cathode data differs from the solid cath- -

" ode data primarily by a small difference in the magnitude of where
" the propagated currents as a given magnetic field. pbR b + 2

The fact that the smallest tube can propagate as much (rJ - i -- + 2 In (3)

* current at high B as the large ones can at considerably lower R b

B removes from consideration the possibility that some form j, (r) = V. (r)lc and l., (r) = V (r)/c.
of magnetic mirroring, resulting from nonuniformity of the In a laminar flow beam of uniform density, the relative

, applied field causes the observed reduction of current in the radial position of an electron in the beam is constant regard-
large tubes at high magnetic field. less of beam radius, i.e., r. /R. = r/R where r. is the radial

A further series of experiments was carried out using position of the particle as it passes through the anode plane
the solid cathode and 9.8-cm drift tube in which the 2.6-cm and r is the radial position of the particle downstream. For

* anode hole was covered at the cathode side by a 25-p-thick this case, canonical angular momentum is conserved totally
titanium foil. In these tests, no significant deviations from in terms of the downstream beam radius. We obtain
the current propagation characteristic of the foilless diode eBrz _ eBr 2 IRo 2

". ." cse were observed. z= r[m1r)V.(r) -eAfr)],
. Experiments were also performed to measure the beam 2 2 \R4

cross section at the downstream end of the 9.8-cm drift tube (4)
using Mylar witness plates. Two characteristic witness plate where A0 (r) is the downstream total azimuthal component of
patterns are exhibited in Fig. 6. For B Z 0.4 T, the pattern is the magnetic vector potential. Solving Eq. (4) for V, (r) and
circular and well defined, the diameter being approximately substituting it into J#(r) Pb V, (r), noting that A, (r)
constant 2.3 cm. However, for 0.2<B<0.4 T, the pattern

S- indicated a filamentary beam such as the bifurcated pattern
shown for 0.3 T. Tests with axially stacked plates indicate
that this filamentary pattern was rotating about the axis of
propagation. Such patterns appear to be characteristic of an vTHODE R V2

m 2or higher-order type instability of the beanm in the RA - SR
" high current propagation region. Rc A L

III. MODEL OF SOLID BEAM EQUILIBRIUM 8

A steady-state model of an intense relativistic electron I Az
beam in an axis-symmetric system can be constructed by GROUNDED CONDUCTING WALL
conserving single particle energy, conserving canonical an-
gular momentum, applying continuity of current, and main- FIG. 7. Schematic of beam model.
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= rBzz/ 2 + A,# (r), we obtain from Maxwell's Equations, (a)•V X B . - V A , = , , 4 .0-.VxD, -V2~=~J, - 4.0

ata l~op 4-qE~n- -a A.(r)+ -Po RPhrR. b ,.o-ar r dr - C 0 -r.

After expanding 2,1') in terms ofph from Eq. (2), Eq. (5) can m -, Fvrce

be solved by Frobenius' Method. The boundary conditions
are: A,, (r =0) = 0, A and R are continuous across the ,n -2.0
beam edger =Rb, andA{r----R)=0. The1general solu. qV

. tion inside the beam is o -3.0

M b) r

. -,:.l-7R..] Rb RADIAL POSITION WITHIN BEAM
'__.2(1I+ ') (b)

_ t i(t--- K"(7rrYi' (6) d .O._

Afte exadn ?r iii tem !)p frm q.() Eq 5J a r T oc

• " where .oe

bej othopbR b c 40.7

' '5w 0.6

4 m
and > 0-

i " l- +, . 0

b r) is computed from B, = VXA, and V(r) is calcu- 0v. o I

lated from Eq. (4). Then, V, (r) and Eq. (2) are used tO find o0o 02 04 0.6 0.8 1.0V, r). Finally, the azimuthal self-magnetic field B (r) can be 0

B~ I- rr. RADIAL POSITION WITHIN BEAM

* .- calculated from V= (r) and Ampere's Law. i.R ADAOIIN.IHNBA

At this point, the functional forms of all the equilibrium b

: "B,, n h beam . hee uatties haebenfunnn em o~,b deter- FIG. 8. Equilibrium force and velocity profiles for typical downstream
•2 B."n h emdniyP.heeqatte a edtr beam. The paraimeters aure : ,= 1.3 cm,. R, = 4.8 cm, yo 1 3.5,

. mined by requiring each volume element of the beam to be in B,,Z --0.16 T. R, = 4.0cm, and i 19.4 kA. Point D ofFip. 9 and 10.
radial force balance. Radial force balance can be written

""'" mF~rVZ~r) = e {E,,(r) +I V, (r)[BAz + R=Ir)]J

A., (r)

2(l 2  " ,r rdr, (8)

e 2

K VW(r).,,(r)}

(7 where we have assumed this current equals the injected cur-
for our model. To solve this equation, Ra, Rb, R=,, yo, and rent.
2 A Bz are held fixed while pb is varied until the "best possible A set of results displaying the interdependencies of all

.equilibrium" is found. Because of our uniform density as- the vari , -s is shown in Fig. 9. The fixed parameters are
"" sumption, there is no total radial force balance, but Fig. 8 Ro -- 1.3 cm, R -- 4.8 cm, and 7"o -- 3.5 (a 1.28-MeV

shows a typical "'best possible equilibrium" and the net force beam). We have plotted normalized electrostatic potential
"- balance is good. All of our "equilibria" had three features in on the beam axis, b (r = 0)/e Vo, versus beam current!I in kA.
. common with Fig. 8: (a) there is exact force balance between The solid lines represent constant beam radii Rb and the

* r/R, = 0.5 and rIR, -- 0.6, (b) the net radial force is smaller dashed lines represent constant applied magnetic field B4 z.
,. than any of the individual forces, and (c) the force imbalance One can read this graph as follows; choose an applied mag-
I[ shows a stable configuration with outward forces in the netic field B4 z and an injected current, then follow the mag-

beam's core and inward forces on the beam's edge. The ye- netic field line until the current is reached. If this is not possi-
/. Iocity profiles for this beam are included for completeness. ble, the maximum current propagated is less than the

'.. After calculating the beam den.sity for an equilibrium, the injected current for this B 4z. Otherwise, the beam has ex-
axial beam current is calculated from panded to a radius R,, and has attained radial force balance.
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TOTAL BEAM CURRENT (kA)

As an example, if Baz = 1.0 kG and 10 kA is injected, the because the current is limited by the total field energy of the
beam expands to Rb = 3.0 cm and the potential depression beam. If the current density increases for the beam at Point
on the beam axis is 0.5 of the diode potential. Notice that no D or E, the field energy generated by the beam becomes
more than 22 kA will propagate at 1.0 kG. larger than the kinetic energy of the beam and steady state

To compare the theoretical predictions to the experi- cannot be achieved.
mental results, we generated Fig. 10 from the data in Fig. 9. Finally, for magnetic fields lower than at Point E, the
This is done by starting at the infinite magnetic field limit beam fills the drift tube Rb = R, and current is limited by
where Rb = R.. The maximum current propagated for this the size of the tube. In Fig. 11, we have generated the In. vs
situation is about 8 kA and is indicated by Point A in Fig. 9. B4 z curve for a wall radius R, = 1.905 cm, yo = 3.5, and
Point A and the Bogdankevich-Rukhadze limiting current two different anode radii, R. = 1.27 and 0.635 cm. For these
of Eq. (1) are both displayed in Fig. 10 (VBR = IL). Now, as cases, IeR is shown for reference.
the magnetic field is lowered, the beam will expand to some In comparing Figs. 3, 10, and 11, it is clear that the
new Rb > R.. When Rb = 2.0 cm, the necessary applied theory predicts all the trends discussed in Sec. I. The only
field for maximum current propagation is approximately 2.5 disagreement is the magnitude of the applied magnetic field.

3 kG, and In = 10 kA (Point B). Following this argument Here, the theory is off by approximately a factor of 2. It is
generates the In. vs BAz curve from Point A through Point expected that cyclotron motions, other nonlaminar effects,
B to Point C. In this region, the beam current is space charge and nonadiabatic expansions will account for some of this
limited. This means the electrostatic potential energy of the discrepancy.
beam near the axis is large enough to regulate the current
flow. For example, if the beam density were increased at IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Point B, less current would flow because the center of the We have performed experiments to determine the maxi-.-- beam has so little kinetic energy. mum current that can propagate down a cylindrical drift
As the magnetic field is decreased from its value at tube. The current source is nominally a I-MV, 30-kA, 30-ns

Point C, the beam continues to expand, and the limiting cur- electron beam which enters one end (that serves as the anode)
rent moves from Point C through Point D to Point E in Fig. of a long cylindrical tube (L>R ). The maximum propagated
9. For magnetic field strengths in this regime, the lines of
constant beam radius end prematurely at Points D and E

'-30-

0:20-

I--25 6m nd

220-

W Di

CC

"-- lop" . .

4 00 01 0.2 03 04 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 09 '0

" 00 01 02 03 0.4 0.5 06 ? 09s 0.9 '.0 B 4 : AXIAL APPLIED MAGNETC FIELD IT)
BZ: AXIAL APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD CT)

F..M.mmba uretv ple anti il o *=13 FIG. I I. Maximum beam current vs applied matgnetic field for R.. == 1.9
.. FG10. Mimmbmcurt saledmgeifedfrR.:13 cm and Yn, = 3.5. Two different anode si zes are shown: R. =, O.0cm and

*cm, R. = 4.5 cm, and F,, = 3.5. The same case as Fig. 9. R== 1.3 cm.
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current is examined as a function of tube radius, anode hole model should think of the virtual cathode as the entering
size, and applied magnetic field. For solid cathodes these surface versus the anode plane. A related issue is the laminar
results are displayed in Fig. 3 and for a hollow cathode in flow assumption in our model. Initial analytic studies involv
Fig. 4. ing cyclotron orbit effects indicate a shift of the 1,.. vs BAz

In an attempt to understand these results, a steady- curve to higher values of BAz.
state, azimuthally symmetric beam model is presented and In summary, the comparisons between an experiment
self-consistently solved to determine the downstream beam and a fairly simple model that concentrates on determiningU properties for an injected solid, monoenergetic, uniform cur- the maximum current that can propagate in an evacuated
rent density electron beam. Further restrictions of the model drift tube as a function of applied magnetic has produced
are laminar flow and uniform charge density after it has fairly good agreement and understanding of this system.
reached an axial position. These results, in the same form as
the experimental results, are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. De- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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ABSTRACT

The electron beam produced by a compact plasma focus device has been

investigated. The Mather geometry plasma focus electrodes were modified to

*. permit extraction of accelerated electrons. Performance of the plasma focus

as an electron accelerator using different gas species and pressures is

investigated. Also, results on measurements of the beam parameters are given.
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Many laboratories have observed energetic 1ons 1 1 0 and electrons9 " 13 in
plasma focus experiments. Both ions and electrons with energies of several

- hundred keV and above have been reported. These energies compare ith a

typical device charging voltage of 20 to 50 kV. The plasma focus device at

the University of Maryland is one of the smallest such experiments with

approximate dimensions of 0.5 x 0.5 x 1.5 m. This device has previously

achieved ion energies as high as 1 MeV.1  The advantage of compactness and

possibility of high electron energy was the motivation to study the operation

.- of a plasma focus device as a compact electron accelerator.

The typical plasma focus consists of a capacitor bank, spark gap switch,

transmission line, and coaxial plasma gun. The spark gap is triggered and

raises the anode of the plasma gun to high voltage. Gas breakdown occurs

initially across the surface of the insulator separating the plasma gun's

anode and cathode. The resulting plasma sheath is accelerated axially down

the plasma gun by the j rBe force. Upon reaching the open end of the plasma

I focus gun the sheath pinches radially due to the jzB. force. Subsequently the

m a 0 sausage instability causesa current interruption associated with the

acceleration of ions and electrons from the plasma.

Most plasma focus experiments use either cables or parallel plate

transmission lines to connect the capacitors to the plasma gun. Our system is

unique in that it uses a dielectric filled coaxial transmission line.

Analysis of the system by treatment of the coaxial line as a current charged

* transmission line and the unstable plasma as an opening switch is given in

Ref. 14. Fast, high-voltage pulses may be created which are capable of

2
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.* accelerating particles out of the dense plasma. The pulse height and width in

theory may be changed by choice of the dielectric material used to fill the

*transmission line.

The five major components of the plasma focus device used in this work

are shown in Fig. 1. They are: (1) 15 pF, 3 k capacitor, (2) triggered

spark gap, (3) coaxial transmission line, (4) inverted Mather type plasma gun,

and (5) drift chamber. Typically the energy storage capacitor is charged to

.. 18 kV and is discharged into the coaxial transmission line with a single

* : pressurized spark gap switch. The transmission line is filled with water for

ir this work and has a characteristic impedance of 7.l with the following

dimensions: outer conductor diameter - 14.5 cm, inner conductor diameter -

,5 5.1 cm, length - 30 cm.

In the ion acceleration work described in Ref. 1 we used a standard

Mather geometry plasma gun which was attached to the end of the transmission

*- line. Ions are accelerated out of the focussed plasma and away from the

* .- plasma gun, while electrons derived from the plasma are accelerated into the

center of the anode. Since the location of the transmission line prohibits

- extraction of electrons a modified plasma gun was designed. In essence the

Mather gun used in the ion acceleration work was inverted as shown in

. Fig. 2. The center conductor of the transmission line (charged negatively) is

* attached to the outer conductor (cathode) of the plasma gun. The transmission

line's outer conductor is folded inward to become the center conductor (anode)

of-the plasma gun. Electrons are extracted from the hollow anode

" 3
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(1 cm i.d.) and enter a 10 an diameter drift region which is filled with the

same gas as the plasma gun. In Fig. 2 are typical traces of the machine

*voltage and current and the net current at the drift tube entrance.

Filling gases of hydrogen, helium, nitrogen or argon were used. Gas

pressure was varied in the range from 0 to 2 Torr while measuring the net

current with a Rogowski coil. Results in terms of peak net current vs gas

pressure for He, N2, and Ar are shown in Fig. 3. Peak currents were generally

several kiloamperes and in some shots currents as high as 10 kiloamperes were

measured. The most reproducible results were obtained with argon. Using the

lighter gases sometimes there were multiple pulses. Current traces from the

Rogowski coil may not be a true representation of beam current since the beam

- may ionize filling gas and create plasma return currents which may reduce the

height and increase the width of the pulse. However, these measurements do

• "represent a qualitative comparison of operation with different gases and

different pressures. The measurements described in the remainder of this

report were all taken using argon gas with a pressure of 1 Torr.

. A more accurate measurement of the beam current was achieved with the

Faraday cup diagnostic shown in Fig. 4. The region downstream of the thin

i foil is evacuated so that only beam electrons with range greater than the foil

thickness are collected by the carbon disk. The disk is connected to ground

through a 50 ma current viewing resistor whose risetime is 0.2 ns. Measured

- . current waveforms for beam electrons whose energy is greater than 20 keV

" (6-um mylar foil), and greater than 50 keV (13 um titanium foil), are given in

Fig. 4.
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Electron beam energy was measured with the magnetic spectrometerls

shown in Fig. 5. The spectrometer case is made of soft ion with one side

open for photographic measurements of electron deflections. The field

strength is 0.53 Wb/m2 and type P-31 phosphor was used as the detector.

The plunger is opened only at the time of firing so that the

spectrometer is operated in a vacuum environment. After measurement of

electron deflection, electron energy, T in eV, is calculated according to

-I c 21 /
T-" - + (y Bd) E (eV),

wr 2  6

wher/e =0. x 10 eV, B is the magnetic field strength in

Wb/m2 , and d is the measured electron deflection in m. The spectrometer is

-. capable of measurement in the range from 0.2 to 1.5 MeV. Open shutter

photography with black and white 35 m film was used to record deflections.

The film was scanned with a microdensitometer to produce results such as shown

in Fig. 5. The peak at the origin is due to plasma light showing through the

collimating slit and the interruption at T = 120 keY is caused by a scratch in

the phosphor used as a fiducial mark. While the spectrum peaks at 100 keV,

electrons in the high energy tail are observed at energies near 300 keV.

An open shutter photograph of the beam propagating in a gas-filled drift

tube is shown in Fig. 6. An acrylic tube with a copper screen lining was

S-" utilized for this photograph. The beam does not stably propagate, therefore

it was necessary to position diagnostics near the location of beam injection

" "- for accurate measurements.

L
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The beam parameters measured here (10-20 ns, 1-10 kA, 100-300 keY) are

similar to results in other experiments using much larger devices.
10l11 o.13

Our results, while Interesting for such a small device, will be more promising

IN if the energy can be scaled upward to the MeV region in future work.

This work was supported by AFOSR, DOE, and the IR fund at NSWC.
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Compact Thomson spectrometer.
M.J. Rhee
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Particle dynamics and collimation in the Thomson spectrometer system are discussed. A compact
spectrometer which consists of a unique pinhole arrangment, a pair of permanent magnets, and
CR-39 detector is described with a few practical calibration techniques. Applications including
analysis of charge-to-mass ratio and construction of charge state resolved energy spectra are
discussed with experimental examples.

INTRODUCTION ZeEL I ZeEL

* ma 2 (1)

In the past several years, there has been an increasing inter- Am 12  2T

est in the Thomson spectrometer as an ion diagnostic. Since where 0, is the electric deflection angle in radians (which is
*" the Thomson spectrometer provides information of energy, tan 0, for a large angle), Z is the charge state of the ion, e is

momentum, charge-to-mass ratio, etc., simultaneously, it the electronic charge, EL is the product of electric field and

has been used for study of ion sources such as collective ion the length of the field,A is the ion mass number, m is the unit
accelerators.'" laser produced plasmas," ion diodes,12.13 nucleon mass based on C 2 , v is the velocity, and T is the

r4 and plasma foci.""' The Thomson spectrometer requires a kinetic energy of the ion. The inks units are used throughout.

high-sensitivity detector to record the very-low-intensity Similarly, the trajectory of ions moving perpendicular to the

beams resulting from the high degree of beam collimation magnetic field is circular; thus the magnetic deflection angle

required to provide adequate resolution. is approximately given by

* The high gain (10 3) chaneltron electron multiplier array 0 b = ZeBL - ZeBL (2)
l (CEMA) has been used successfully by Kuswa et a. and Amy (2)

.others .-.-.," as a low-intensity particle detector in the Thom- 2mT

sonth r ao it enty paiclea detector where the term BL is the product of the magnetic field and its
- son spectrometer. Recently, solid nuclear track detectors lnt.I n elcsLwt h r egho h rjcoy

have been widely used for ion detection.' 9 In particular, CR- length. If one replaces L with the arc length of the trajectory,
then Eq. (2) would be exact. One can show that the intersec-

39 plastic appears to be the most sensitive material for trackdetetio: ° nd i wel site to he homon sectomeer, tion of extensions of incident and deflected trajectories oc-

Nuerousapplicationis l s d t th s tmso spectrom. curs exactly at the center of the electric field. This is also true

Numerous applications of CR-39 in this type of spectrom- for a magnetic field of circular cross section but, in general,

L eter have been reported.4  does not hold true for other shapes (see Fig. 1).
-It is the purpose of this paper to describe a compact Since the electric and magnetic fields are parallel, the

spectrometer system which has been found to be both very
practical and optimized with regard to the resolution of the corresponding defiections given by Eqs. (1) and (2) are or-

the general principles are thogonal to each othei. The information one can obtain from
system. In the following sections, the two-dimensional deflection may be expressed in the
reviewed and the required collimation, relating to the spec-
trometer resolution, is discussed. Subsequently, the design of functional form

- the actual device is described with a few calibration tech- a, = Z(0, Gb), (3)

niques. In the final section, the analysis of the charge-to- where a, is a physical quantity associated with the ions and
mass ratio of ions and also the construction of energy spectra f1 is a function of coordinates 0, and O, only. Many func-
from the Thomson spectrogram are described. tions f,, that describe lines in the 0, - 0b plane, may be
1ANALYSIS possible for corresponding quantities a,. A few directly
I, PARTICLE DYNAMICS AND PARABOLA meaningful quantities associated with the ions are immedi-

The analysis of ion trajectories in the Thomson spec- ately derived front Eqs. (1) and (2). The momentum per

t rometer is well described in the literature."' In this section, charge can be found from Eq. (2) as

we summarize and discuss the general features of the results.
The deflection sector of the Thomson spectrometer consists ____....•__

r of parallel electric and magnetic fields. For simple analysis, V v 0 -
we begin'with an assumption that both fields are uniform -- ____....

:e over length L and zero outside. It is elementary to show that v[ v

the trajectory of nonrelativistic ions moving perpendicular -
to the electric field is parabolic and the resulting total dellec-
tion angle gained in the entire field region is found to be FIG. I. Particle dcflections in an Idealized field system f(tr the Thomson
approximately spectrometer.
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_L AmuiZe = BL 10b, (4)
which is inversely proportional to the magnetic deflection z

%J and independent of the electric deflection. Any horizontal N
line 0b = const corresponds to a constant momentum per
charge. Similarly, the kinetic energy per charge is found 4
from Eq. (1) as

I Amv 2  I EL (5z
"Ze 2 ' (5)  o0 H C6 -

which depends only on the electric deflection. Any ions on a CI-
vertical line 6, = const have a constant energy per charge.

The velocity of ions is found by taking the ratio of Eqs.
(l)and(2)as C++

EL = (6)EL G, C
which is independent of charge or mass.. Any straight line -,- /Z = CONST
crossing the origin of the deflection coordinates is a constant
velocity line. Finally, the charge-to-mass ratio of ions is
found by eliminating v in Eqs. (1) and (2) as P1

Ze EL 62
A =( -)2 (7) ELECTRIC DEFLECTION
Am . Th Bs) i f u Fr. 2. Thomson parabolas of C 2 ions and their intersections with a con-Thus, ions of various energies with the same charge-to-mass ,stant velocity line. a constant energy per charge line. and a constant momen-

I; ratio form a well-known parabola shaped deflection pattern, turn per charge line. The H ' parabola is shown as reference.
Note that the quantities a, of Eqs. (4H7) are of different
moment of velocity. It is possible that one can construct ad- when more than one ion species is present in a spectrogram.
ditional functions for the quantities with higher moment of The intersections along the line ofconstant 6, are unfolded
velocity such as I (ZIA )mv and so on. into many different constant velocity lines with constant

It is also interesting to find the points where the family spacings between intersections.
of lines given by Eqs. (4H6) intersect each other. In Fig. 2, A spectrogram, shown in Fig. 3(a), obtained in an ear-
the intersections with a set of parabolas of C 2 ions and three lier experiment' 6 shows the distinct feature that all of the
straight lines: (a) a constant momentum per charge, (b) a parabolas begin with a line ofconstant 8,, i.e., the peak ener-
constant energy per charge, and (c) a constant velocity, are gy per charge of each parabola is constant. Another interest-
illustrated with the proton parabola as a reference. As can be ing pattern of parabolas observed frequently is that particles
seen in Eq. (7) with 0, = const for constant energy per (tracks) of different parabolas are lined up on a constant ve-
charge, or 0bI0, = const for constant velocity, the charge- locity line as described in Eq. (6). The spectrogram, shown in

. to-mass ratios of intersections are proportional to 0 or 1b, Fig. 3(b) as a typical example, shows a constant peak velocity
respectively. Thus, if there is a reference parabola of known of different ions of different parabolas. Measurement of
charge-to-mass ratio, the charge-to-mass ratio of unknown slope of the line and ratio of calibrated EL to BL are needed
parabolas can be found by either (Z IA )/(Z IA ) ,f for actual velocity calculation.
= (OJ/Gb, )," where 0. and Ob ,1 are of intersections with a
line of constant 6. or (ZIA )/(Z/A ),f II. COLLIMATION
= GO = ./G,, where the deflections are of intersec-
l tions with a line of onstant GO/G,. CR-39, a commercially available clear plastic, is known

The Thomson spectrometer provides the charge-to- as a nuclear track detector of very high sensitivity. It can
mass ratio Z 1A of a given parabola, but does not indicate the
charge Z or mass A of the parabola separately. If one can I /
assume that parabolas of an ion species of every charge state
below that of the unknown exist and extend to a constant 4
velocity line, one can find the charge state of the unknown !.
parabola by simply counting the number of intersections I
along the constant velocity line from the origin to the pa- "
rabola. The ion species (mass) can also be identified with •

[ : known,charge and charge-to-mass ratio. The assumption
made here appears to be true for many actual cases in which C)Ns U_/ LA E CONST VEL. LINE
the ion deflection patterns of distinct shape are lined up with
equal distance along a constant velocity line. The analysis of (n) (b)

the intersections with a constant velocity line is more useful Fir.. 3. (al iarabolas ofconstant peak energy per charge. ibl 'arjbtljs (if
than that with constant energy per charge line, particularly constant peak velocity.
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- detect protons with energies up to I MeV and a wide range of D L ,
other heavier ions. 20 Its uniformity of response and good L, D,• (1

* * optical quality make it ideal for use as a Thomson spectrom- As shown in Fig. 4, the angle 0, that defines a conical beam
eter detector. The ultimate spatial resolution of the detector envelope after the second pinhole is found from the geomet-
may be limited by the diameter of an etched track pit, a rical relationship as = (D, + D)/L. It is clear from Fig.
quantity that can be varied by the amount of etching, ion 4 that if the deflection angle difference of any two beams of
species, and its energy. The typical track size, about I Pim, is different quantities is less than the angle 8c, the images of the

- convenient for optical microscope observation and is far be- two beams cannot be separated at the detector plane regard-
low the practical size of the collimated beam (pinhole size). less of its position. Thus, the angle 0, is referred to as the
" Therefore, the spatial resolution of the system depends "collimation resolution angle." It is a serious drawback of
mainly on the collimation of the beam. There is, however, a the Thomson spectrometer system that the resolution of the
lower limit of collimation beyond which the beam intensity system depends only on the collimation, since no focusing

Int (track density on the detector) is reduced to levels too low to principle can be adopted.
be analyzed. There is, in general, a trade off between the beam size

Assuming a simple type of beam source, a quantitative and the beam intensity as seen in Eqs. (8) and (10). However,

analysis of size and intensity of the beam can be given as a satisfactory condition, which provides both beam size and
below. In general, two pinholes are required to collimate the intensity, exists. Having a small ratio L,/L,, small second
beam as shown in Fig. 4. We assume that the beam distribu- pinhole size D, and fairly large first pinhole size D,, the size
tion at the first pinhole is as if particles are emitted from of the beam D3 at the detector is nearly proportional to D2,

.* isotropic point sources which are evenly distributed on the and n is proportional to the square of D, as in Eqs. (8) and
entire pinhole area. To a good approximation, the above as- (10), respectively. In this regime, the beam size D, is adjusted
sumption may be practical if the pinhole is placed down- by the second pinhole sizeD., and the intensityn, is adjusted
stream of a relatively large source which emits particles iso- by the first pinhole size D, almost independently of D..

e: tropically within a small solid angle. In a typical Thomson spectrometer, the two pinholes
From the geometry (see Fig. 4), the size of the beam at are placed upstream of the deflection sector and the detector

the detctor plane is found as is placed downstream. This arrangement has been employed

D L , - in almost every Thomson spectrometer system since Thorn-
L, +, son's original system.2- In such a system. the minimum dis-

D + "L2 tanceL2 is limited by the length of the deflection sector. ThisD, -=- D, I+-- I , (9) large L2 not only makes D, large, but also reduces the inten-

"where D, and D are diameters of the first and second pin- sity n3. To remedy this, the deflection sector in our spec-
heres a, and are diameistanesbeten t trometer is placed between the first and second pinholes so
holes, respectively, and Ln and L, are distances between the that the distance L, can be adjusted to any small value. It is

- two pinholes, and the second pinhole and detector, respec- worth mentioning that the particle trajctory in this system
d tively. D3 is the diameter of the beam at the detector plane is somewhat different from that in the conventional system.
tand D 3 is a diameter of the peak intensity spot. The intensity One can consider the first pinhole located far upstream of the

S. within D is nearly constant, and easily found as spectrometer to be approximately a point source. Thus, a

. nD (10) nearly uniform and parallel beam enters the entire space of

16(L, + L21' ' the field region. Only. the neutrals (or extremely energetic
w s c t f oions) among the on-axis particles, which are not deflected by. where nt is the source intensity at the first pinhole. This

intensity is independent of D2 provided that D' is larger the fields, can pass through the second pinhole marking the
ten z origin ofdeflection coordinates on the detector. All other on-

_. than zero or axis ions are deflected by the fields and checked by the pin-

hole plate. Those ions that can pass through the pinhole after
deflection are off-axis particles whose initial position can off-
set the deflection. One can show that the angles of these

DETECTOR particles as they pass through the pinhole are the combina-
III ,,4NHOLE 2"d PtNHME tion of two deflection angles given by Eqs. (1) and (2) as in theconventional system. There exists a maximum electric de-E K HNIOLCflection angle due to the finite electrode gap (pole gap. and

-.- this acceptance angle is found in deflection geometry (see
8• 0:2 o 03 oFig. II to be equal to the aspect ratio of electrode; gap/radi-

us. This angle, which limits the lower bound of ion energy
range, would be chosen appropriately for the application of
the spectrometer as mentioned in the next section. It should

be noted that this limitation is exactly the same as that in the
conventional system. Some advantages are found for this

• FIG. 4. Geometrical rclailonshps bctween pinhole%. detector, and density system. For the spectrogram analysis, the deflection angle is
• profile. obtained directly from the distance between the second pin-
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hole and detector and the deflection on the detector, whereas In this section, a very compact spectrometer, which has
for the other system, the deflection angle is deduced from the been briefly reported."' incorporating the above-mentioned
deflection and a distance between the detector and the features in addition to those in the previous designs" is de-

" center(s) of field regions, which may not be exactly defined, scribed. Two round bar ceramic magnets of 2.22 cm (7/8 in.)
particularly when the field is nonuniform or asymmetric. diameter and 2.54 cm (1 in.) long are clamped by two acrylic
Another advantage of this system over the usual arrange- disks maintaining a certain pole gap as shown in Fig. 5. The! ment is in the small size of the resultant spectrogram due to magnets are also separately connected to a high-voltage
the short distance between the pinhole and the detector. This power supply to produce an electric field parallel to the mag-
feature permits us to make multiple exposures on a detector netic field in the gap. The smaller the gap, the higher the
plate of reasonable size using an advancing mechanism as magnetic and electric fields that can be produced with given
described in the next section, or to make several simulta- magnets and bias voltage. Reducing the gap also reduces the
neous spectrograms of beams sampled at different positions. aspect ratio of the pole gap and radius which is equal to the
It should be mentioned that the use of small samples (typical- maximum acceptance angle in the direction of the E axis. In
ly I X I mm) is of great convenience, since they can be photo- this device, the gap is chosen to be 3 mm which gives a maxi-
graphed easily using either an optical microscope or an elec- mum acceptance angle of 3/(22.2/2) = 0.27 rad.
tron microscope. A second pinhole is placed immediately downstream of

the pole pieces for reasons described in the preceding section.
, Ill. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS The pinhole system is so arranged that various sized pinholes

In. a l g ocan be easily interchanged. The smallest sized pinhole used
In an early design reported by s" and others,4 "5 a per- consists of a 10-/um-diam hole drilled on 10-/um-thick nickel

| - manent magnet is paced outside the vacuum chamber so foil. The CR-39 detector is mounted on a slot 5 mm (L2)

that the magnetic field can be easily turned off by removing downstream of the pinhole. A simple lever with a shaft,

the magnet away from the system without disturbing the which can be cranked from the outside of the vacuum

experimental conditions. This arrangement enables us to cha be saused o the de o te wihut

add the reference axes to the parabola spectrogram by hav- bris se v a nce the mector plae usot

ing two reference exposure shots. This technique has been breaking the vacuum. This simple mechanism enables us to
found to be extremely convenient in data analysis as it mini- make multiple exposures (easily up to ten exposures) on onefound tossbe temaey onveni indetector plate. This feature makes the spectrometer system
mizes possible systematic errors, convenient enough to be used as a beam monitor of shot to

After some experience with this spectrometer, we have shot variations.
discovered that it always shows a clear spot corresponding to
the origin of the system axis. Examination of the spot by a
scanning electron microscope has revealed that it is made of IV. CALIBRATIONS
a mixture of different particle tracks which can be found in The deflection of ions as calculated in Eqs. (1) and (2) is
the various parabolas in the same spectrogram, leading to proportional to the fields and their lengths. Accordingly,

-: the conclusion that neutrals are responsible for the spot. The other quantities obtainable from the spectrogram are subject
existence of such neutrals not only eliminates the extra refer- to the accuracy of the fields and their length as in Eqs. (4HW).
ence shot but also permits us to use small magnets built into The ideal field geometries expressed as EL or BL, which

U the system. This feature makes the overall system even more were assumed for the simple analysis, are not only unrealiza-
compact and simplifies operation of the system. ble physically but violate Maxwell's equations. It can be

shown that if the deflection angles are small, the terms EL
and BL can be replaced by fEdl and fB di, respectively, in
the relevant equations if the real field distributions E and B
are known.

The magnetic field distribution is measured along the
EXIGAS, system axis by using a Hall probe system. The accuracy of

"V "the system is within 1.5% and the Hall probe active area is of
'N 1.8 mm diameter, which is a measure of the spatial resolution

SRof the probe. The probe is coupled to an X-Y recorder to
IONS -PINHOLE obtain a continuous distribution. The measured field distri-

Ebution is numerically integrated and found to be

-VACUUM MAGNT fB dl = (5.97 ± 0.09) X0 -' Tm.

+V Since the electric field. unlike the magnetic field, is
quite difficult to measure, a numerical calculation of the field
has been carried out by solving the Laplace equation with
appropriate boundary conditions. The axisymmetnc cvlin-

05 cm drical coordinate system is used in the computation because
of the electrode (magnet polepiece) geometry. However. the

FiG. S. Cros-swctional view or a compact spectrometer. outer boundary, which can not be well described in such a
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MA MA.WT : nates of all the tracks are measured and are statistically ana-
1'- , lyzed. The separation distance between the lines is found to

-L 1 -"L. .be 112 ± 1.5 urm in which the statistical standard error cor-
7I- -. L,- L2-'u"  responds to 1.3%. From this, the term BL in the equations is

Wto) b deduced by a geometrical relation as

FiG. 6. la)a-particle calibration system. 1b) Optical microscope photograph BL = (6.06 + 0.08) X 10- 3 Tm. (13)
of etched CR-39 detector showing deflected and undeflected a-panicle This value agrees with the integrated field distribution fB dl
tracks, within an error of 1.5%.

Similar calibrations can be done for the electric deflec-
tion.! In this case, however, knowing the charge-to-mass ra-

system, is replaced by a simple cylindrical wall of finite radi- tio Z/A of a known ion species and the calibrated value of BL
us with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. in Eq. (13), the term El has been found by use of the deflec-
The resulting electric field distribution is integrated along tions 8, and 0b which can be measured in a Thomson pa-

, . . the axis (beam path) and found to be rabola. The proton parabola is the most convenient for this

fE dpurpose, since it is easily identifiable because of its larger
.. dl/EoLo= 1.26 - 0.05 (12) separation from the other parabolas (as can be seen in Fig. 7)

for the given aspect ratio of electrodes d/(D/21 = 3/11.11 and also has the smallest track size due to the fact that pro-

mm, where the E0 L o is the product of the electric field of the tons have the least energy loss. Taking deflection measure-
ments from several points on the parabola with the value in

ideal parallel plate capacitor Vld and its diameter D. The .(1)weoti
error in Eq. (12) represents the difference between the two Eq. (13), we obtain
results obtained using Dirichlet and Neumann conditions EL /EoLo = 1.254 (14)
for the outer boundary. in good agreement with the results of the computational

Another calibration method used by Smith5 is the direct analysis and well within an error of 1%. Thus, all the calibra-
t measurement of a-particle deflection in the spectrometer tions using different methods are consistent with each other,

system. The easily available a-source Am2 4' emits a parti- suggesting that only one calibration (whichever is conven-
cles of 5.485 and 5.443 MeV. A slit collimation system, as ient) is necessary for the purpose of parabola analysis.
shown in Fig. 6(a), similar to the pinhole system in the spec-
trometer described in Sec. 1I, is employed; the first slit of 100 V. PARABOLA ANALYSIS AND ENERGY SPECTRUM
" um that is attached to an a source to form a line source and In this section, analysis of an ion beam produced by a
the second slit of 12 urm placed in front of the CR-39 detec- plasma focus device"' is described as an example of the appli-
tor, are placed upstream and downstream of the pole pieces, cation of the spectrometer. The device used here consists of a

* respectively, thus making the corresponding distances in Eq. coaxial plasma gun and a 3-kI capacitor which are coupled
• (8) of L, = 5 cm and L 2 = 1.0 cm. To produce a sufficient through a coaxial transmission line, Ions, predominantly of

number of tracks, two exposures are made io a CR-39 detec- the filling gas element, are accelerated in the forward axial
tor of three days duration with and without the magnet sys- direction.

tem with a l-pC source. Then the detector is etched 4 h in an The first pinhole of the spectrometer system, whose ap-
' NaOH solution at 70 *C. A portion of the resulting optical erture size can be varied up to 1.5 mm diameter, is placed 50

microscope photograph is shown in Fig. 6(b). The coordi- cm upstream of the spectrometer (LI = 50cm). For the high-
'est resolution, the smallest available pinhole (10 pm diame-

6-AISter) is used for the second pinhole which is placed immedi-
B-AXIS ately after the field region and 5 mm upstream of the CR-39

detector (L2 = 0.5 cm). A spectrogram obtained for the ni-
H + trogen filling gas is shown in Fig. 7. The B axis, obtained by a

reference shot without the electric field, and the neutral spot
which together conveniently define the coordinate system
are also shown. Proton tracks of very 19w density exist as an
impurity and are sufficient to be used as the reference.

N3 .The charge-to-mass ratio of unknown parabolas may be
determined by Eq. (7) with the measured coordinates (deflec-

.'+ tion angles) of points along the parabola and the calibrated
values of EL and BL. Another method which is convenient
and accurate, is to compare the unknown parabola with that

" I H of reference ions such as protons as described in Sec. I. This
[I 5 .3 2 1 07 method does not even require calibration. The accuracy de-

ENERGY PER CHARGE pends only on the measured ratio of deflections. The charge-
(MeV/ Z) to-mass ratios of parabolas are found as Z/.4 = (0 /0,) by

Fi;. 7, Thomson parahol %o N" and II" ions. reference aax%. and origin measuring the ratio of magnetic deflection of unknown ions
.po. of ncutrails. 0. to that of protons 0,, at the same electric deflection
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Abstract

The resolution of Thomson spectrometers is examined. Charge, mass,

energy, and momentum resolutions are found as functions of collimation

parameters and field strengths. The results are generally applicable to

all Thomson spectrometer systems. In conjunction with this analysis, a

compact Thomson spectrometer with high resolving power is described.
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1. Introduction

Thomson spectrometers have recently been widely used for the

1-6

analysis of ion beaus produced in collective ion acceleration and

9P ~ plasma focus7 1 experiments. They are found extremely useful for the

investigation of ion sources in any device that produces a beam of

* - sufficient intensity or duration compatible with the large degree of

collimation necessary for this device. Recently we reported12 the

- construction of a Thomson spectrometer which utilizes the highly

sensitive nuclear track plate known as CR-39 as a detector and a small

permanent magnet. The use of this highly sensitive detector allows a

high degree of collimation of the beam in order to produce a compact

Thomson spectrometer with high resolving power. The methods by which

I ion species and energy spectra are obtained from the raw data on the

detector are discussed in Ref. 12. In this paper, we will analyze the

factors which affect the resolution of the Thomson spectrometer and

IL apply them to the newly constructed- compact Thomson spectrometer which

has much higher resolving power.

11. Detector Image Geometry

* . The compact Thomson spectrometer geometry which employs the second

* collimating pinhole downstream of the field region leads to a

simplification in the treatment of the Thomson spectrogram. In the

following, we employ a small angle approximation by setting tane equal

to 0. This introduces an error on the order of 1.5% for deflection

L angles of 200 milliradians (mrad) or less. This approximation
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introduces much less error than other factors which we shall consider,

and is in fact commonly used in Thomson spectrometer analysis. The

magnetic and electric deflections on the detector, xM and xe, are

proportional to the magnetic and electric deflection

-angles, G aand 0 by

* where L is the distance from the downstream (second) pinhole to the

detector in the compact spectrometer (L2 in Fig. 1). This analysis may

also be applied to conventional Thomson spectrometers which utilize both

collimating pinholes upstream of the field region. It is necessary in

this case to define L as the distance from the detector to the point

where incident and final particle trajectories intersect. Usually, this

is taken to be the center of the f ield region. The magnetic and

electric deflection angles, e M and e are given by the simple non-

5 relativistic expressions:

Ze f Bdt2 2

ee-Ze f Edl (3)
e 2T

where Ze is the product of ion charge state and electronic charge, f BdiL

and f TEdX are the integrals of the magnetic and electric fields along

the Ion path length, and T and p are the ion energy and momentum
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respectively. MKS units are used throughout. By elimination of p and

p. T, Eqs. (2) and (3) combine to give the well known parabola equation:

2 Bdu ( (4)"m A u f di) %

where A is the atomic mass number of the ion, and u is the unit mass of

a nucleon, 1.66 x 10- 2 7 kg.

A major purpose of the Thomson spectrometer is to separate

parabolas of different charge to mass ratio in order to differentiate

ion species and charge state. This in principle happens naturally if

17.-the parabola is an infinitely thin line. Practically, however, this can

never be done since the collimation procedure utilizes two pinholes

which produce an image with a finite diameter as displayed in Fig. 1.

The resulting width of the parabolas, which are swept out by the

different energies of a given charge to mass ratio, leads to

"- overlapping, which reduces the resolution of the spectrometer. From the

p. geometry of Fig. 1, the width of the parabola on the detector is given

by

- D3 =- (D1 
+ D2 ) + D2 (5)

L1 2

This corresponds to a subtended angle of

D 
3

6 L (6)
C.°L L
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As in Eq. (1), L here is different for conventional and compact

spectrometers. The overlapping of the parabolas as they near the origin

can be calculated and resolution criterion can be obtained by

determining the points where different charge to mass ratio parabolas

are separated for either constant charge or constant mass. It is

interesting to note that these equations arise solely from the pinhole

geometry and are independent of the location of the field region, hence

- this analysis is completely general. The only difference between

compact and conventional spectrometers is the position of the pinholes

relative to the fields. In the compact spectrometer, the field region

r is placed between the first and second pinholes allowing much more

control over the diameter of the pinhole collimation image on the

detector. In conventional spectrometers, the pinhole collimation system

is entirely upstream of the fields. This implies that the distance L2

in Fig. 1 must be large enough to contain the fields. This limits the

* minimum obtainable D3, and hence requires a spectrometer which is an

order of magnitude larger to obtain the same resolution.

ITT. Charge and Mass Resolution Analysis

To analyze charge resolution, we suppose we have one ion species

with several different charge states. Along what curve can we find the

points at which neighboring parabolas are separated? To answer, we use

the criterion for separation that a m, the separation of the centers of

the parabolas along a vertical line, i.e. am direction, must be greater

than the parabola width along that line,

r%

-AP~
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2
Ae P m [ 1/2 and AO 0 (7)

402 e

F 
e

This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here we have made use of the fact that

the slope of the parabola is given by

dO
M m (8)

dO 28
e e

: which is derived from the parabola Eq. (4). Assuming small Ae, we can

substitute the separation condition Eq. (7) into the total differential

of the parabola Eq. (4) with Z, A, e, and 8 as variables yielding:

. dZ dA u 02 % e m 2 1/2
Z ~ d me 1 -) (9)e (dX) 2  e + 2 eeja

If dA =0 and dZ - 1, we will arrive at the equation describing the line

. connecting the points of charge resolution for a certain ion species:

.. 0 4 + 2 (4e) - A -0 . ( 1)

We have made the definition

e( Bdt ) 2

Edt (11)

S._ The physical soluron to the quartic equation is:

e {[4 + (-) 2 ]1/2 - 211/20 (12)

A ei

.'.

*

. . . . ,* . . - ... . . , . .. -. . .- ,.*- ..*-- . , .. . .-.... . .. , ..*., .-. , . , -. '.. ,,'.., .,'.:... .
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Fig. 2 Simulated Thomson spectrogram showing geometry of parabola

separation with finite parabola width. The condition for

L ~separat'ion of the parabolas is given by Eq. ()
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which describes a straight line which intersects the origin with slope

{[4 + (k/A5)2 1I/2 - 211/2. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Below this

line, the parabolas of every charge state of ion mass A are separated.

An alternate way of viewing this is to note that such lines are constant

velocity lines with velocity v = {fEdt/fBdl}{[4 + (k/A6)2 1/2 1 21/2.

Any ions with velocity less than this value will be resolved. Thus,

large values of k/6 will yield better charge resolution.

For mass resolution, let dZ - 0, dA - 1:

Z . 1 20 m 0m 2 1/2 (32 -02 6 [1 + (20) (3

A e e

Using Eq. (4) to eliminate A, we obtain

S6 -(Zk6m)2 - 4(Zk6e) = 0 (14)m

which can be solved numerically. An interesting analytical result can

* be derived when the charge state Z in Eq. (13) is eliminated in favor of

mass number A. In this case, we find the line which connects the

resolution points (points of separation) of parabolas with atomic

numbers A and A + I with different charge states:

2A69
2 e (15)

m [e (A) 2 1/2
Te

This equation describes a hyperbola with asymptotes ee A6 and 2A6i- .e OM

above which isotopes are resolved as in Fig. 4. This can be generalized

t _9

.. . . . . . . .. . . -S .
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cn RESOLUTION

ax

Fig. 3 Charge resolution geometry. Shown is a set of parabolas with

A 35, k - 1.00 and 6 - 1 mrad. The line of charge resolution

is calculated from Eq. (12).



fz=5

28

28A HYPERBOLA OF MASS (ISOTOPE)

RESOLUTION

8A e

Fig. 4 Mass (isotope) resolution geometry. Resolution curves that

* [ describe points of separation of parabolas corresponding to mass

numbers A and A + I at different charge states are described by

* .hyperbola, with asymptoten at e -A6 and 9 2A6. Shown

is 6 *5.5 mrad and A *10.
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to dA = n provided n/A I 1 in order to obtain a resolution curve for

p. elements which differ in mass number by n. This leads to the simple

modification in Eq. (15) that A must be replaced by A/n everywhere it

appears.

IV. Analysis of Energy and Momentum Resolution

Energy and momentum resolution is also limited by the subtended

angle of the pinhole collimation spot, 6. The spectrogram can be

thought of as a superposition of many of these spots infinitely close

together along the parabola. Energy or momentum, which is found from

either the electric or magnetic deflection angle is hence uncertain by

an amount corresponding to the projection of the collimation spot

length 6 along the parabola onto the electric or magnetic axis of the

spectrogram [see Fig. 5(a)]. Within our approximation, these quantities

are related by the equation:

62. (1 + em 2 ](,,, )2 (16)

e

where we have used Eq. (8). Relative energy and momentum

uncertainties AT/T and Ap/p can be found from the deflection Eqs. (2)

and (3) in terms of 0e as;

. mr A_ - -__O

T 0
e

(17)

P P 20e
e

A.:.
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A quantity Qi, representing either T or p can then be expressed along

with its uncertainty as Qi(I i M*/2). It is of interest to find the

curves of constant aI which will give a contour map of relative

uncertainty of energy or momentum. Substitution of Eq. (17) into Eq.

(16) yields,

2 02
e e

(6 2 (262

MT aT

(18)

02
.-

e 2  e 2

r :)2 +  =2()2(68_)2

a
p P

These describe upright ellipses about the origin which are contours of

constant relative uncertainty as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). The relative

energy or momentum resolution at a certain point on the parabola

corresponds to the aT or ap value of the ellipse that intersects that

Ipoint. In terms of spectrometer parameters, by combining Eqs. (2), (3),

and (18) with the definition of k, we can find theenergy uncertainty of

a certain ion species as a function of its energy per charge asT!
2( 1 )6(-)

-T = e J Edl + (A 2e j Edt (19)

or more simply, in terms of electric deflection angle 8et

6 1 + -1/ 2(20)
e e

.

S.. *.. ,~t~*
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V. Comparison of Spectrometers

The principles examined in the previous sections are applied to the

design of a new compact Thomson spectrometer in order to improve

resolution over previously reported spectrometers*4,6,11, 12  Resolution

analysis shows us the importance of the parameters k and 6. The lover

limit of 6 is determined by the ion flux produced by the source for the

spectrometer. If one Cries to make 6 too small, insufficient flux will

reach the detector to make the parabolas distinguishable or to provide

enough statistical information to produce useful energy spectra. For

maximum flux to reach the detector, D' in Fig. 1 must be larger than

zero (nonnegative). D' is given by the equation

D; - D > (21
3 L1  2 -D 1 )+ 2 >

In conjunction with this consideration, we wish to make 6 as small as

* possible. It has been discussed in Ref. 12 that simultaneously

L satisfying both conditions is best accomplished by placing the second

pinhole in the collimation system downstream of the field region. The

*spectrometer is shown in Fig. 6. A single pinhole (not shown in Fig. 6)

- is placed approximately 40 cm upstream of the spectrometer. When the

beam reaches the spectrometer after passing through the first pinhole,

It is relatively diffuse and usually covers the entire spectrometer

entrance area. This condition depends upon the nature of the ion source

as well as its distance from the first (upstream) pinhole. Usually all

plasma type sources are of satisfactory nature. Upon entering the

spectrometer, the ion trajectories are parallel to each other and

N 4

L.

.-. ~j A' %* .-
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Fig. 6 Cross sectional view of a high resolving power compact Thomson

* - spectrometer*
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perpendicular to the fields. The ions passing through the field region

are deflected and subsequently pass through the second (downstream)

pinhole. The position they impact on the detector then depends only

upon the velocity components they had upon leaving the pinhole.

Experience shows that scattering from the pole pieces is not a problem.

T7. The parameter k is proportional to the square of f Bd1 and

inversely proportional to f Edft. The minimum value of f Edl is limited

by the energy range of the ions to be analyzed as well as the acceptance

angle of the magnetic pole gap. f Bdi is in general not limited in this

manner and we are free to choose higher values of f Bdi in order to

4increase resolving power of the spectrometer. In order to obtain a

large f Bdt, the spectrometer is made from rare earth cobalt 2.54 cm

S-.diameter disc magnets which are placed within a soft iron case. The

* pole gap used is 2.54 mm. The soft iron case provides good containment

of the fields. f Bdl is found by Am24 1 w-particle calibration5 ,12 to

'-. have the value 1.66 x 10-2 T-m. The rare earth cobalt magnets, which

are insulated from the case, can be biased to high voltage producing the

necessary E parallel to B configuration. f Edl is.found experimentally

* *. to have the value 12.8 x V, where V is the voltage applied to the

electrodes (magnets). Using typical values for this spectrometer, 6 -

5.2 mrad, k - 1.48, and f Edl - 1.80 x 104 volts, from Eq. (19) we can

obtain a plot of aT, relative energy uncertainty, vs. T/Z, energy per

charge, for various charge to mass ratios (see Fig. 7). As in all

Thomson spectrometer systems, the acceptance angle of the pole gap, the

ion charge, and the electric field path integral, f Edl, determine the

minimum energy of the ions which may pass through the spectrometer

'N .

-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~' - --Pmmmmu u nunuummullm ~
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unobstructed by the pole pieces. For f.Edl - 1.80 x 10volts, the

minimum energy per charge which can be measured is 45 keV. For example,

if we wish to analyze a Ne parabola we see in Fig. 7 that the minimum

possible relative energy uncertainty is 0.024 (* 1.2%) for this

spectrometer. A parabola obtained from a'plasma focus ion source is

shown in Fig. 8(b). The peak N+ energy in Fig. 8(b) is 0.59 MeV which

has a relative energy uncertainty aT of 0.21 (± 10.5%).

Spectrograms from both old and new spectrometers are obtained with

a plasma focus device. 1 They are displayed in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a)

shows a Thomson spectrogram with the parameters 6 -6.0 mrad and k

0.16. The ions were identified asN+, N2+, and N 3+. From Eq. (12) we

calculate the slope of charge resolution to be 0.87. This means that

ions with velocity less than 3.2 x 106 m/s, or Nitrogen kinetic energy,

TN, less than 740 keV, will be separated in charge. The two asymptotes

for the hyperbola of mass resolution of Carbon (A = 12) and Oxygen (A

16) from Nitrogen (A - 14) are shown on the spectrogram indicating that

S the region containing the tracks is-not within the mass resolution

region. In Fig. 8(b), 6 is 5.2 mrad and k is now 1.48. The increased

magnetic field brought the'tracks into the mass resolution region

enabling the identification of C and 0 Impurities. The charge

resolution region now contains the major portion of the mass resolution

region. The charge resolution slope, 4.3, corresponds to a velocity of

4.7 X 1o6 m/s or TN of 1.57 MeV.

We compare this spectrometer to one used for a collective ion

acceleration experiment.4' In this conventional spectrometer, both

collimating pinholes are located upstream of the fields and are
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unobstructed by the pole pieces. For f Edt 1.80 x 104 volts, the

p minimum energy per charge which can be measured is 45 keV. For example,

if we wish to analyze a N+ parabola we see in Fig. 7 that the minimum

, possible relative energy uncertainty is 0.024 (± 1.2%) for this

spectrometer. A parabola obtained from a"plasma focus ion source is

* "shown in Fig. 8(b). The peak N+ energy in Fig. 8(b) is 0.59 MeV which

has a relative energy uncertainty aT of 0.21 (± 10.5%).

Spectrograms from both old and new spectrometers are obtained with

a plasma focus device. 1 1 They are displayed in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a)

shows a Thomson spectrogram with the parameters 6 - 6.0 mrad and k -

0.16. The ions were identified as N+ , N2+, and N3 +. From Eq. (12) we

* calculate the slope of charge resolution to be 0.87. This means that

ions with velocity less than 3.2 x 106 m/s, or Nitrogen kinetic energy,

TN, less than 740 keY, will be separated in charge. The two asymptotes

for the hyperbola of mass resolution of Carbon (A - 12) and Oxygen (A =

S16) from Nitrogen (A 14) are shown on the spectrogram indicating that

Ithe region containing the tracks is-not within the mass resolution

region. In Fig. 8(b), 6 is 5.2 mrad and k is now 1.48. The increased

magnetic field brought the tracks into the mass resolution region

enabling the identification of C and 0 impurities. The charge

resolution region now contains the major portion of the mass resolution

region. The charge resolution slope, 4.3, corresponds to a velocity of

4.7 x 106 m/s or TN of 1.57 MeV.

We compare this spectrometer to one used for a collective ton

acceleration experiment. 4'6  In this conventional spectrometer, both

L'collimating pinholes are located upstream of the fields and are

-p
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separated by 23 cm (LI). The distance from the second (downstream)

* U pinhole to the detector is 18.7 cm (L2), and each pinhole is 0.2 mm in

diameter. This yields a D3 of 0.53 mm by Eq. (5). The distance from

the center of the field region to the detector is 8.7 cm (L), hence by

Eq. (6), 6 6.0 mrad. From the magnetic and electric field integrals

of 9.48 x 103T-m and 3.42 x 10O4 volts respectively, we find k

0.25. The slope of charge resolution for N is found from Eq. (12) to be

1.26, corresponding to a velocity of 4.55 x 10 6 m/s or TN =1.50 MeV.

- The asymptotes for mass resolution of C and 0 from N are e 42 mrad
e

and e - 84 mrad. This spectrometer has similar resolution to the one
m

reported in this paper; however, its field region is an order of

magnitude larger. This leads to larger spectrograms which are much more

difficult to analyze quantitatively than small plates which can be

I viewed under a microscope.12

VI. Conclusions

LThe resolution of the Thomson spectrometer was examined, and simple

analytic expressions for resolution curves were obtained. The

.~.importance of two parameters in particular was displayed, k and 6. In

general, the ratio k/6 should be made as large as possible consistently

with the ion energy range and the ion flux reaching the spectrometer.

The analysis shows the advantages of the compact spectrometer design

proposed by Rhee which places the second pinhole downstream of the field

region. This design allows the reduction of 6 without the associated

sacrifice of ion track density on the detector. The energy range and

r acceptance angle of the pole gaps determines the optimum f Edt. The new

-f Y
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high resolving power Thomson spectrometer utilizes a permanent magnet

with a much larger magnetic field increasing f Bdi and hence k. The

, resulting spectrometer has applications in many fields of research.
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